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Abstract
The competition among higher education institutions is rising on a national and international level.
As knowledge represents the main driving force for economic growth in today’s globalized world,
universities have not only taken up internationalization efforts, but they are also actively marketing
themselves around the globe. While some scholars see the benefits of the marketing approach for
the higher education sector, others perceive the adoption of business practices as highly
problematic: a growing fear of dwindling ethical academic standards along with a decrease of true
student-knowledge engagement can be noted.
Given this context, this thesis aims to explore how German master students at Aalborg University
Denmark (AAU) perceive their personal and academic development within a transforming higher
education landscape. Further, and from the perspective of AAU’s i ter atio al recruit e t tea , it
tries to find out how AAU could market itself successfully to potential German students. This is of
interest since higher education marketing is fairly new in Germany and it is not clear how German
students respond to a university conducting promotional activities. By shedding light on the students’
study experiences in Germany in comparison to Denmark, insight for addressing the sketched issues
is provided. The classical way of teaching in Germany opposed to the Problem Based Learning (PBL)
method (based on group and project work) practiced at AAU also constitutes an integral part of this
thesis.
The scope stretches over relevant secondary literature about higher education transformation,
identity and consumption theories. Empirical data is generated by conducting qualitative in-depth
interviews with nine German AAU students. Within the interpretivist paradigm, the data is analyzed
by employing the concept of the hermeneutic circle.

The findings show that learning and teaching conditions have worsened in Germany as there seems
to be a move away from critical thinking towards non-reflective bulimia-learning . The few German
universities following a marketing strategy are characterized by competitive student behavior and a
counterproductive atmosphere. The learning environment at AAU on the other hand is described as
collegiate, friendly and service-oriented. The close corporation with the teaching staff and the PBL
model can enrich and inspire the critical learning process. Although PBL is regarded as a more fruitful
way of gaining knowledge, most of the students struggle with its execution. The loose structure, the
lack of control mechanisms and unequal work forces within the groups are some of the reasons.
When it comes to university marketing, the students only express criticism towards German higher
education marketing for being too obtrusive and revenue-centered. AAU’s marketing efforts are

perceived as mainly positive and informative. However, the Ger a eye is not used to higher
education in the advertisement world.

All in all, the findings suggest that at least some German universities have experienced a shift in
academic values which is hollowing out the Idea of a U iversity . Old structures combined with the
attempt of conforming to new European standards are harming the learning environment. AAU’s PBL
model seems to be much more adequate for developing a healthy academic identity if the right
circumstances are given. The findings also show that university marketing does not have to spoil
the learning environment if it is not exploited for mere financial gain by the institution. In regards to
the more global issue, the students are highly reflective about internal and external demands and the
new passive student body as described by some critics does not apply to them. Personal values and
aspirations are tightly interwoven with the respective field of study and modified to society’s
demands. It seems as if both the university and the student are in conflict between pursuing
idealistic goals and serving the industry at the same time.

Although AAU’s

arketi g efforts are welcomed by the students, their receptiveness for higher

education ads is very limited. Therefore, other marketing tools like education fairs, promotional
visits, personal online and offline reviews about studying at AAU and developing a solid German
alumni network should be considered. In regard to the interviewee’s problems with PBL, AAU has to
find better ways to communicate its expectations to the students. The lack of a firm structure and
academic contribution by some of their peers cause frustration among the German students and
taint their otherwise positive impression of PBL and AAU.
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1 Introduction
This thesis explores the values that German graduate students at Aalborg University (AAU) ascribe to
their academic development within a transforming higher education (HE) landscape. Inspired by the
question of how AAU can recruit more German students, it illuminates the differences between the
stude ts bachelor education in Germany and their current experiences at AAU while addressing
their perception of HE commodification and marketing.
Over the past few decades, universities worldwide have been undergoing a remarkable
transformation as they have been facing and adapting to socio-economic and cultural changes. Most
of all, the forces of an on-goi g glo alizatio a d the de a ds of a pe asi e k o ledge e o o
have lead to the diversification, expansion and massification of HE (Gibbs, 2008; Gidley, 2012; Marr &
Forsyth, 2011). As a consequence of globalization and marketization trends, universities are receiving
an ever-growing number of overseas and international students (Marr & Forsyth, 2011). The number
of students who are leaving their country of citizenship in order to enroll at a foreign university has
overcome the 4 million mark in 2010, meaning that the percentage of international students
worldwide has increased by 99% since the millennium (OECD, 2012). The desire to move across
borders for academic purposes has always been present in the scholarly world; however, global
mobility, new modalities in the transportation and information sector as well as internationalization
efforts o the te tia

le el a e e a li g toda s stude ts to

oade ho izo s hile upg adi g thei

curriculums (Bhandari & Blumenthal, 2011). Celebrating the increasing amount of students entering
foreign territories, scholars declare that the pursuit of knowledge has successfully overcome all
physical and virtual boundaries (Bhandari & Blumenthal, 2011; Gidley, 2012).
But although knowledge, as being the main economic driving force in a globalized world, has
accelerated the shift from a closed academic elite s ste

to a di e se, a essi le

ass-system – on

a national as well as international level – it has also conjured up a clash of values. The fear of a
decrease in academic standards through the marketization of HE has risen when the latter came up
as a trade category in the WTO registry around the year 2000. Along with the industry, governments
have responded to this trend with incentive policies encouraging their home universities to compete
for students on the international HE market (Mikla ič, 2012). Putting price tags on educational
programs and thus the commodification of education in Europe has incited critical voices to herald
the erosion of ethical values within the HE landscape (Gibbs, 2008 and 2011; Naidoo & Jamieson,
2007; Schwartz, 2006). Whereas one less vocal camp is fearing the hollowing out of sacred
intellectual values (and the dwindling of social and cultural ones), another one is embracing a new
academic diversity, international exchanges, cross-cultural partnerships and the rising comparability
1

in HE standards and quality (Gidley, 2012). Although the (inter)national competition and the
marketing of HE programs are said to be leading to improvement of academic quality and content,
the student-as-consumer approach could also come with a certain risk (Natale & Doran, 2011).
A o di g to the

a keti g

a sa e s

ithi

the se to , the a uisitio

of k o ledge at a

university should not be reduced to simply obtaining a degree that is used to saturate the demands
of the industry. Instead of preparing students for lucrative future job opportunities
packaged take-a a

deg ees, u i e sit s hola s should e ou age a d suppo t

self-reflection, personal growth and the development of good hu a

ith p e-

iti al thinking,

alues, u tai ted

economic aspirations (Scott, 2004, p.442). Natale and Doran (2011) write the following:
A new model of higher education appears to be developing in which the pursuit of
k o ledge elated to the p a ti al athe tha the pu suit elated to hat is t ue o
good has e o e the do i a t goal. The k o ledge so iet is i te ested o l i
certain kinds of knowledge and values only certain kinds of learning. Therefore, students
are torn between self-development and the need to have marketable skills (p.188).
Even if the situation is not as severe as the authors describe it above, we can still assume that the
globalization and marketing trends have had and still have an influence on intellectual and scholarly
values that universities jointly with society pass on to young academics.

1.1 German Students at Aalborg University
The shift from the classic university that is based on traditional values and practices, to a more
modern, marketing-oriented and applied system, becomes apparent to those that have experienced
both: international students who have already obtained a degree in their home country and are now
continuing their studies at a more future- and industry-oriented learning institution such as Aalborg
University (AAU) in Denmark. Founded in 1974, the university is characterized by its unique teaching
a d lea i g

odel P o le

Based Lea i g

PBL . Driven by their own area of interest and

curiosity, students are encouraged to solve real-life problems in small groups and thus, become
better team players who are well-equipped when entering the working world after graduation. Next
to this applied learning approach and the emphasis on working directly with the business
o

u it ,

% of AAU s

.000 students are internationals pursuing undergraduate, graduate and

post-graduate degrees. The unique PBL model and a strong commitment to internationalization and
innovation also translate themselves i AAU s o - and offli e
U i e sit ,

a d o

u i atio

A out Aal o g

. Hence, both the applied and modern learning approach and the marketing efforts

can be seen as a move away from the traditional European concept of HE that international students
who enroll at AAU might be used to from their home countries.
2

Coming from Germany and previously having studied there before enrolling at AAU, I could
experience the contrast between the old and the new institution myself. Germany is a country
where the branding and marketing of HE is quite novel and still met with half-hearted approaches or
ignorance (GATE Germany, 2010). On these grounds, I have been surprised and somewhat puzzled by
the branding and marketing efforts of AAU. Personally, I had never observed public owned
universities running extensive marketing campaigns or using witty advertising slogans and brand
logos. It appeared to me that a public university as an institution standing for a public value like
education would be at odds with the mere concept of advertising and marketing. Hence, perceived
th ough

ultu al filte

it ould ot

ea a thi g good to see a u i e sit eage l

ea hi g

out for students.
The interest in this matter grew with my employment as a student worker in the communications
department of AAU, specializing in international student recruitment within the German market.
Being a member of the international recruitment team allowed me to experience the outlined
conflict from the opposite side turning it into a dilemmatic practical problem: How would AAU be
able to advertise in Germany and recruit more German students if such efforts would go against an
engrained ethical sentiment? I also asked myself how the PBL model and a more job-oriented way of
learning was perceived by other German students and also whether AAU could maybe get a a
with modern advertising as the institution is – opposed to many German institutions –relatively
young and not old-fashioned to begin with. In order to answer these questions, I decided to engage
with German students within the scope of in-depths interviews.

1.2 Formulating the Problem: The AAU Marketing Dilemma in a Global Context
The group of interest for my thesis consisted of German graduate students at AAU who have had
their first university experience at an undergraduate level in their home country. Since they have not
been exposed to extensive HE marketing or university branding in Germany (so was the assumption),
I aim to find out how they perceive AAU s

ode

a d i age a d its effo ts in regards to student

recruitment. From the AAU marketer perspective, which I am taking on in this research, it was also
important to know how the students would define their education and which values they attach to it.
Furthermore, since the PBL model must differ from their previous study experiences, it is also part of
this research to e plo e the stude ts attitude towards this untraditional way of learning and how it
a

e o

e ted to AAU s

a keti g effo ts. I also want to explore how operating

p o le s a d the e phasis o tea

ith

eal-life

o k – opposed to traditional university teaching and assessing

– influence the academic identity of the student. This is especially relevant when looking at PBL as
directly preparing students for jobs (which could be considered as a short-term goal). On this note
3

and in terms of consumer behavior, the way German students cope with mixed emotions concerning
their old and new study environment is also analyzed.
However, the purpose of this research is not o l to a al ze the Ge

a stude ts pe eptio a d

values when it comes to studying at AAU. It is also to find a connection between the decrease of
academic values through marketing HE and the outlined s all-s ale

a keti g dile

a. This

enables me to integrate the analyzed problem into a broader context, giving it more of a global
relevance. After all, the philosophical dimension has the potential of providing explanations to the
posed question and can draw a sharper customer profile of AAU s ta get g oup within the PBL
concept and a new knowledge society.
In a nutshell, next to the question of how a paradigm shift in academic values reveals itself within the
consumer segment of German graduate students at AAU and how these students perceive their
academic identity given the outlined scenario, I am asking myself how AAU can market itself
successfully to German students. Conclusively, and in light of my considerations above, I have
developed the following problem formulation:
How do German graduate students perceive studying at Aalborg University as compared to
studying in Germany and which values do they ascribe to their education within a marketized
higher education landscape?
And furthermore the sub-question:
How do marketing efforts by universities affect the students’ perception of higher education and
how can Aalborg University successfully market itself to the German student?
With these questions, I aim to gain a deeper insight and a better understanding of the matter that
puzzles me on a philosophical and professional marketing level. I find it necessary and interesting
enough – especially for those practicing HE marketing at AAU – to explore this particular student
segment with its perceptions and values when it comes to the consumption of a study program at
AAU. Hence, the Ge

a

a keti g dile

a is put into context of the ethical discussion in order

to bring about not only insight, but recommendations for the international recruitment team at AAU.
In the following section, background knowledge concerning the German university system, Aalborg
University, its PBL model and an overview dealing with the most significant developments of the
European university landscape are provided. Subsequently, the main theoretical section introduces
theories that paint a pessimistic picture for the future university, its students and professional staff,
predicting a moral decline with the rise of marketing HE. However, in order to construct a balanced
framework, another approach offers a more positive outlook pointing out the benefits of HE
4

marketing for universities operating in a modern knowledge society. It is vital to see if any of these
projections, trends or sentiments can be rediscovered within the analyzed consumer segment. To get
a better hold of the stude ts ela o ations, a concept of how academic identity is formed and how it
can change through the course of HE is employed. This only makes sense as values (that play an
important part in this research) can make up identities, are displayed through identity or are at least
tightly interwoven with it. Especially in order to answer the question of ho the stude ts a ade i
identity is affected by an on-going HE transformation, these theories are indispensable. Moreover,
since this research is handling commodification and the marketability of HE, consumer-theory and a
theory of ho ide tities a e ei g e te ded th ough possessio s a d o

odities are introduced.

The act of consuming, especially when it is spread over a longer period of time, also requires a
theoretical backup handling consumer ambivalence as pursuing a degree is usually accompanied by
various mixed feelings and experiences.
Altogether, the presented theories establish a framework that is used to a al ze the stude ts sta e
on their own education. The theoretical section is followed by the methodological considerations
leading this research. Subsequently, in the analysis, the empirical findings of the student interviews
are placed into the context of marketing HE and the formation of academic identity. Within the
se tio

Dis ussio , I efle t o the

ea i g of the a al zed pie es by putting them together in

relation to the introduced theories. Not only these theories, but also the used methods a e
isited a d e o

e-

e datio s fo futu e esea h a e p o ided. I the fi al pa t, the Co lusio ,

the main findings are summarized which finally leads me to answering the research question. Specific
recommendations for AAU and its international recruitment team are listed in the last sub-section
‘e o

e datio s .

2 Background Information
2.1 Transformations of the Modern University
When thinking about the concepts behind our modern university today, Wilhelm Humboldt and
Cardinal John Henry Newman could be the first names that come to mind. The Humboldtian concept
is based on the notion that research and scholarship have an interdependent relationship and that
only the interplay between the two can result in personal growth and knowledge expansion. Both
the student and the teacher are advised to learn together in an environment of academic freedom
(Marr & Forsyth, 2011). Although Newman had similar views in many aspects, his focus was directed
to a ds the diffusio of k o ledge a d ot the ad a e e t as i Hu

oldt s ase Ne

a ,

1854). The Humboldtian idea of a university from 1810 (when the University of Berlin was founded)
5

became the dominant model in Europe and then the blueprint for research-oriented universities in
the United States. Since Germany had been the breeding ground of this concept, it received strong
international recognition in the HE sector which can still be felt today. Although they still enjoy a high
eputatio , A de so
so ial

issio

poi ts out that the Hu

oldtia u i e sities had a e

est i ted

as they mainly recruited upper class students who were then trained in areas like

medicine, law and religion in order to fill in elite positions that came with high social responsibility
(Anderson 2010, chap. 5). It also needs to be mentioned that even though Humboldt had stressed
the importance of conducting research, it was seen as more of a by-product of the learning process.
Only later in the twentieth century, specialized research as an independent activity started to play a
major role within the industrial, military and social arenas (Anderson, 2010). This was also when the
elite system started to transform itself into a more open system. More and more occupations
became professionalized and vocational or technical subjects integrated themselves into the
traditional university portfolio.
While the universities of the nineteenth and twentieth century were exposed to strong national
influences, they were still marked by the

os opolita is

of lea i g a d s ie e

Anderson,

2010, chap. 6). In line with Hum oldt s isio that u i e sities should ot e d u de e te al
pressures, the idea of academic freedom emerged. It did not only include the commitment to the
free pursuit of truth and teaching, but also the notion that scholars and scientists represented an
independent and accredited intellectual and cultural force in society. Also in terms of governance
and administration, universities were operating highly autonomous despite the laissez-faire
capitalism of the nineteenth century (Anderson, 2010). Anderson (2010) writes:
… no-one then suggested that universities should be run as commercial organizations.
It was seen as a virtue that, like the professions, they stood outside the system of market
relations and cultivated values of a higher and permanent kind. This sort of autonomy
was an aspect of classic liberalism, which saw the best protection of liberty and diversity
in a pluralist civil society of self-governing institutions. Neoliberalism, which seeks to
dismantle all barriers against the operation of pure market forces, has proved rather
different (chap. 6).
The last sentence hints at the issues that are directly related to the corrosion of academic values as
mentioned in the introduction. These aspects represent a central part of this thesis and are treated in
further detail within throughout the research.

2.2 The World Wars and the Myth of the German Professor
According to Rüegg (2010), wars throughout history had a tremendous impact on HE institutions in
Europe. During the First World War, growing nationalism resulted in an increased isolation and a
decrease of international cooperation for many universities. Especially German intellectuals were
6

e luded f o

s ie tifi

o

ittees a d o ds Wisse s haft u d Fo s hu g , .d. . However, after

recovering from the repercussions of the T eat of Ve sailles, Ge

a

s o t i utio s to the fields of

natural sciences impacted the world of knowledge on a global scale. Coping with war guilt after the
First World War, academic scholars separated themselves ideologi all
‘epu li , efe i g to the f eedo

fo

the

Wei a e

of research and teaching that was granted by the Wei a e

Co stitutio . This attitude surely changed with Hitle s takeo e i

and the adjustment of

scholastic values to the ideology of the Third Reich.
The Second World War represents the biggest turning point in European university history. HE
institutions served as the ideal platform to spread the ideological values anchored in the political
systems to young academics and were correspondingly under strict control. Nevertheless, the end of
war also heralded a moral re-orientation – not only in Germany – that was pushed forward by the
occupying powers through de azifi atio

a d a democratization of the educational systems. By

1947, the rehabilitation of a democratic German HE system was handed back to German
authorities. Not only in Germany, but also in the majority of Western European countries, the local
value and focus on HE rose significantly. The recent war and the awareness of the university as being
the centre of humanitarianism standing for social responsibility created the foundation of the
university system that is taken for granted today (Rüegg 2010).
Even through the most troubled time in history, professors in Germany have always enjoyed a high
status a d ha e ee i telle tuall

separated from the rest of society. Especially before 1914, they

were regarded as the bearers of wisdom and the spiritual and intellectual mentors of the public. As
the intellectual elite, the professors of Prussia became the paragon of Europe and were treated like
bishops (Gruneberg, 2011). Gruneberg (2011) writes that even with the age of industrialization that
brought about structural changes also within the HE landscape, the intellectual elite shun its eyes
fo

ealit a d sta ed seated o

its ele ated th o es

G u eberg, 2011, p.3). The extreme

freedom that German professors enjoyed in their profession lead them to conduct primarily selfmotivated research. At times, this resulted in the neglecting of actual teaching. The rise of National
Socialism in Germany and the following years of war represent the darkest and most uncomfortable
chapter in the history of the German professor. The majority of scholars welcomed the new ideology
and the German university bowed down without much resistance. After Gruneberg (2011), the
academic teaching elite – still ashamed and battered by the war – tried to reestablish the old pecking
order around the 1950s. Gruneberg (2011)

ites: „Whe the p ofessor entered the institution only

his word counted, no ifs and buts: I am your Lord, your God. You shall not go after other Gods." … If
somebody wanted to hear a second opinion, they had to switch universities (pp.3-4). However, this
attempt was met with a growing resistance on the part of the students who were longing to break
the shameful silence after the Second World War. Subsequently, the 1960s, an era of student
7

movements, brought about drastic changes tearing the teaching elite from its high throne. Although
a loss of authority and the religious-like respect were the outcome, the German professor is still
living his or her outmoded legacy today, standing out with a particular personality that reformers
ould efe to as a tough ut G u e e g, 2011, p.4).

2.3 Recent Reforms
The fi st efo

o th

e tio i g is the Mag a Cha ta U i e sitatu

rectors worldwide in 1988 ( O se ato

that was signed by 388

of the Mag a Cha ta , n.d.). It reinforced the Humboldtian

principles of the u i e sities autonomy and independency from political or economic authorities
(Anderson, 2010). Moreover, it affirmed their dedication to free teaching and their strong
commitment to the transmission of culture and science

Magna Charta Universitatum , 1988).

Expanding networks, international cooperation and the growing globalization led to the Bologna
Declaration eleven years later: 29 European countries signed an agreement in order to reconcile the
differences among the European HE systems. The goal and the outcome were a uniform evaluation
system to facilitate credit transferability (ECTS), standardized degrees (Bachelor-Master system) by
2010 and the promise to increase international competitiveness in a joint effort (OECD, 2004, p.94).
In the same spirit, the Lisbon Summit in 2000 and the Barcelona European Council Meeting in 2002
developed their strategies for HE within the EU with the incentive of turning Europe into the
competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world

ost

Eu opea Cou il as cited in

OECD, 2004, p.96). The latest update o Bolog a is the Lis o de la atio of

in which the

intentions from the Bologna meeting in 1988 are restated. However, Anderson (2010) claims that
those represent a

ate ed do

e o o i p io ities of go e

version of the original in o de to o pl to the

a age ial a d

e ts and that universities experience a crisis of the Humboldtian

university system (chap. 7-8).

2.4 Higher Education in the Marketplace
Prompted by the World Trade Organization for the first time in 1995, GATS (General agreement on
trades and services) can be regarded as a concrete effort of drawing HE into the global marketplace.
Including HE as a trade category and thus liberalizing the market, has spurred European countries to
adopt internationalization strategies for their universities in order to keep up with a globalized
knowledge society (OECD, 2004).
When claiming that the internationalization of universities and globalization play a major part in the
transformation of HE, the two have to be differentiated first. Knight (1999) says that
i te atio alisatio a d glo alisatio a e see as diffe e t ut d a i all li ked o epts a d
that globalisation can be thought of as the catalyst while internationalisation is the response … in a
8

p oa ti e

a

(p.14). On these grounds, internationalization is not only the reaction to on-going

globalization forces but rather a form of preparation or anticipation. An internationalized university
landscape does not only bring about cross-national cooperation, but also competitiveness. As
opposed to the

os opolita is

2010, chap. 6), the

of lea i g a d s ie e i the Hu

o-ope atio pa adig

is i

easi gl pa alleled

oldtia se se A de so ,
a

o petitio pa adig

and European countries are reacting in different ways (OECD, 2004, p.100). While the United
Kingdom or the Netherlands were the first ones to embrace the new economic rationale in Europe,
other countries, especially from Central and Eastern Europe, have been worrying about the
marketability of their institutions and the international recognition of their degrees (OECD, 2004,
p.96). Further, those countries whose systems tend to be (over)saturated would accordingly not feel
the immediate need to push internationalization or marketing strategies as much as other countries
(ibid.). In countries where universities are not allowed to charge tuition fees and where the tradeview of HE has not replaced the political value-based one, the motivation to make university
programs more attractive in the marketplace is rather weak or even absent (ibid., p.103). In
Denmark, on the other hand, the go e

e t suppo ts the a

itio of

aki g the u i e sities

attractive for foreign students and offered universities the possibility of charging tuition fees for nonEU stude ts

ibid., p.100). In this case, universities experience a clear incentive to adopt HE

marketing practices. In recent years, also the German ministry for education and research has been
trying to encourage German universities to market themselves more effectively on the international
market through e o i g a pa i g
in HE

a keti g

GATE Ge

a

e

e i

GATE Ge

a

, a si gle se i e p o ide a d e pe t

, 2010). While there is public awareness that most German

universities are not keeping up with the internalization efforts of other European countries, the
restructuring of especially more traditional systems by introducing modern corporate marketing
strategies is only slowly progressing (ibid. . Whe eas De

a k s eight universities are all employing a

developed internationalization strategy (Hansen & Schmidt, 2006), only 38% of the 387 universities
in Germany have adopted a similar approach, as shown in the figure below:

have strategy
developing strategy
strategy in beginning phase
strategy intended
no strategy intended

Figure 1: Internationalization Strategy at German Universities in percent (ad. from GATE Ge

a

,

, p.

)
9

2.5 The German University System and Student Mobility
Among the 387 universities in Germany, 110 are traditional and 221 are universities of applied
sciences. The traditional institutions hold a theoretical and research-based orientation, while
universities of applied sciences – that mainly emerged in the seventies – focus on application and
practical orientation offering programs within the fields of engineering, business and social work. The
p og a s a e usuall tailo ed to e tai p ofessio s that o e thi d of Ge

a

s stude t populatio

aspire to take on after graduation. A popular form of pursuing business and engineering-related
degrees is the enrollment in so- alled dual-progra s . The student is attending regular lectures at
university while working at a company for a salary in his or her lecture-free time. Advocates of this
system point out the combination of theoretical and vocational training which would be highly
valued by the i dust

Duales “tudiu

, n.d.).

In total, 279 HE institutions are state-funded and enjoy reasonable autonomy within their federal
states. As the amount of students has doubled since 1995, the demands for state funding are
growing steadily. However, even the rise in governmental funds cannot meet the demands for
modernization and rejuvenation of the HE system. Thus, the overall situatio
u satisfa to
“ ste

,

a be described as
Highe Edu ation

and the dependency on third-party funds is constantly rising
; Highe Edu atio

Fi a e ,

, pa a. . In 2006, the federal state allowed

universities to charge general tuition fees. Half of the federal states welcomed the change in
legislation and introduced semester fees of around 500 Euro per se este

Die Histo ie de

“tudie ge üh e i Deuts hla d , 2010). However, due to great public upheaval and a referendum,
tuition fees were abolished by February 2013 ( E de de “tudie ge üh e

es hlosse , 2013).

Recently, German universities have been pointing at foreign universities who turned the acceptance
of foreign students into an economic factor. Although the idea of charging non-EU students has
found many advocates, universities still have too many qualms about the introduction of a selective
tuition system (Burchard, 2013).
Another reason for public concern was brought about with the Bologna Reform in 1999. The
transition to a uniform degree system that was completed in 2010 has been met with great
resistance ever since. Students, professors and the industry have been complaining about a
devaluation of the traditional German degree system. Next to offering the obligatory new system,
so e states ei t odu ed the t aditio al deg ee Diplo studiu
prestige (Fries, 2010). Not o l the de ease i

in order to preserve the former

ualit , ut also the i

ease of

uli ia-lea i g

(learning and reproducing in bulk) due to the restructuring measures have caused deep satisfaction
in the student community. A three-year undergraduate degree required the compression of
knowledge which used to be scattered over a period of five years. Thus, the (superficial) coverage of
10

the complete content fostered excessive studying and increased the amount of exams which in the
outcome lowered the traditional university standards (Haerder, 2012).
I te

s of

o ilit , Ge

a stude ts

illi g ess to stud a oad is o sta tl

isi g. ‘easo s a e

not only related to gaining an international portfolio, but it is reported that more and more students
try to escape from overcrowded auditoriums and strict admission restrictions at German universities.
Whereas 52.000 students went abroad in 2000, 127.000 students were moving across borders in
2010 (including exchange and full time students). Over half of the students abroad study in Austria,
the Nethe la ds a d G eat B itai

Ausla dsstudiu : Das Fe

eh deuts he “tude te

ä hst ,

2012). In consequence, the tendency to study in neighboring countries holds great potential for
Danish universities in attracting more German students.

2.6 Aalborg University: Problem Based Learning and Internationalization
Broadly speaking, Danish universities are highly recognized all over the world when it comes to
innovation and overall teaching quality. According to 2012/13 QS World University Ranking, five of
De

a k s u i e sities elo g to the top

o ld ide

“tud i De

a k , n.d.). Spurred by

several reforms, also Danish universities have undergone significant changes over the past ten years.
The government recognized the economic potential of knowledge and research and has been trying
to equip its universities for global competition. Danish universities are increasingly encouraged to
adapt their knowledge transfer to the needs of society and recent reforms have affected especially
their management, educational and financial sectors. In terms of administering their affairs,
universities have been granted more freedom and the management has been professionalized. In
o de to sho te

the a ou t of stude ts stud pe iod, the go e

e t has introduced extra

rewards for universities that produce their graduates in a certain time frame (Oddershede, 2009). As
a esult of the politi al de isio to go f o

esea h to i oi e ,

oea d

o e applied p og a s

targeted at specific job profiles have been emerging (ibid., 2009, p.3). Oddershede (2009) writes:
Fo

a politi al pe spe ti e it is e

i po ta t to see this [supplying knowledge to society] as a

chain of supply of knowledge – as far as possible directly – i to e

p odu ts p. . Go e mental

incentives like encouraging universities to charge tuition fees from non-EU members and a focus on
global competition have significantly driven marketing activities of Danish universities (ibid., 2009).
Aalborg University, founded in 1974, is located in the North of Denmark and with almost 19.000
e olled stude ts the

ou t

s fifth la gest university I fo

atio e

om den samlede

studie esta d , 2010). Mainly located in Aalborg, the university includes faculties in engineering,
natural sciences, social sciences and the humanities and has additional campuses in Esbjerg and
Copenhagen. In 2011, 72% of the university s i o e

as

ade up

go e

e t g a ts. Just to
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illustrate the contrast, in the same year the average university in Germany received 72% of their
income through third-pa t
D itt ittelei
ou t

Fa ts

ah e de Ho hs hule i

s leadi g u i e sit

usi ess

fu ds

o ld

– Aalborg University , 2011;

La d steige ,

Ausga e

u d

. A o di g to AAU itself, it is is the

ith ega d to k o ledge transfer between the university and the

Facts 2011 – Aalborg U i e sit , 2011, p.10). The university offers a program

alled Mat h aki g a d has a Ca ee s Ce te

hi h facilitating exchanges between students and

companies (ibid.).
One trait setting AAU apart from most other HE institutions is its unique Problem Based Learning
(PBL) app oa h. “tude ts a e o ki g i s all g oups sol i g a eal-life p o le
of thei o

that has g o

out

o de i g Ba ge, 2010, p.5). After identifying the problem, it is being analyzed within

the frame of a group project that is supervised by a professor and teacher of the respective faculty.
According to Barge (2010), the model does not only have high pedagogical value as students are
actively engaged in the learning process and teamwork, but PBL also represents an organized and
traceable way of educating students. Complementary to the project work, AAU also uses more
traditional teaching models like lectures and seminars. These are centered on PBL and transmit
k o ledge that a

e applied i the p oje ts

Wh stud at Aal o g U i e sit , n.d.). The PBL

model is internationally recognized: the university is in possession of the UNESCO chair in PBL and
has received a very positive assessment by the OECD (The Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (ibid.).
AAU s i te atio alizatio

st ategies a d

ultilate al

et o ki g a e

ot o l

efle ted i

the

relatively high number of international students (10%) but also in the continuous development of
i te atio al p og a s

Aal o g U i e sit of De

a k , 2010). Thus, marketing efforts and the

branding of AAU are not only concentrated on Denmark but are practiced on a global scale (Hansen
& Schmidt, 2006). According to its promotion material and overall tone of its campaigns, AAU
presents itself as a modern and down-to-earth university that is highly valuing teamwork and
informal student-tea he elatio ships Wh stud at Aal o g U i e sit , n.d. . The AAU B ai

as

shown on the next page has been used in national and international campaigns and commercials. It
has become one of the universit s t ade a ks si e it does ot o l e phasize the usage of the
brain but also the academic and personal value of collaborative work.
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Figure 2: AAU Brain composed of human bodies AAU fil

og TV , 2010)

In terms of foreign student recruitment, AAU has mainly been focusing on attracting students from
Europe (Jacobsen as in Hansen & Schmidt, 2006). In the last five years, there have been sporadic
efforts in recruiting especially German students. The marketing communication included a German
landing page on the AAU website, education fairs, advertisements in free study books and Google
AdWords. The direct outcome, however, was difficult to measure (Pedersen, 2013). A more
concentrated approach on the German market with native cultural insight and more targeted
promotions was introduced in autumn 2012, when I took on the job at AAU Communications. Since
the , I ha e helped o ga izi g AAU s p esentation at three different educational fairs in Germany,
the translation of Germany-targeted GoogleAds and the organization of several promotional
university visits in Germany.

3 The Theoretical Framework
The complexity of the research problem requires a theoretical construct that can hold the main
components of the conceptual formulation. Hence, the theoretical framework incorporates a set of
different approaches and theories that address the following key elements: transformations in HE
(pessimistic and optimistic outlooks on the ethical standards of HE), student identity, HE in the
context of consumerism and consumer ambivalence. Clearly, all these elements assume a role in the
research problem and are subject to strong interplay. However, by giving each of these parts a
theoretical backup, they are easier to be extracted from their context when analyzing the empirical
data.
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3.1 A Question of Ethics
Although the commodification of HE is a topic that has come up fairly recently in Europe, the attempt
to define the purpose of universities from a philosophical point of view is not new. With the
introduction of degree subjects such as engineering or chemistry and a stronger commitment to
catering industrial needs, universities already experienced a shift from wisdom to producing utility.
The question whether HE institutions should and can produce both at the same time, lies at the heart
of the old

isis of the u i e sit

a d is o

ei g i te sified

the adoptio of

a keti g

practices that once were exclusive to the business world (Gibbs, 2008, p.3). Due to the privilege of
state funding, a majority of the more traditional European universities were able to circumvent a
mission statement that would redefine their role and function in a post-modern society. Thus, they
did not have to acknowledge or respond to a philosophical contradiction (Gibbs, 2008). Yet, with the
rising competition between universities on a global scale leading to visible marketing efforts and
commoditized educational programs, critics are asking universities to reconsider their values and to
a ti ulate a isio of

hat the a e t i g to a hie e fo so iet , a d the li e up to it

“ h a tz,

2006, p.4). But when speaking of ethics in HE and traditional academic values that need to be
p ese ed o

e i ed,

hat a e

e i fa t efe i g to? A o di g to Gould

, the u i e sit s

social mission does not involve the teaching of ethical behavior and the instilling of a fixed set of
good alues si e good ess – as in being good and making good decisions – are very contextsensitive (a notion established by Aristotle). But it is rather about how well-informed these decisions
are – may they concern the professional or private life of the social actor – and how students argue
in favor of their good actions. Thus, HE should help stude ts to fo
and to de elop a ase of k o ledge allo i g fo i fo

values, shape valid argument,

ed de isio s ibid., p.

. I Gould s

eyes, HE should enable individuals to empathize with others and to develop social values, to live a
responsible life serving the public good as opposed to only wanting to satisfy personal monetary
interests. Yet, he argues that the European university is facing major moral challenges and that the
described tasks are difficult to live up to given the setting of an economy-driven knowledge society
(ibid., pp.451-453). According to him, espe iall u i e sities that fi d the sel es fli ti g too

u h

with market-driven values run risk of creating an unhealthy atmosphere of market opportunism and
ad

etaph si s

ibid., p.454). Following this pessimistic outlook, it is inevitable that the favored

values and objectives embraced by the institutions will in one way or another be projected onto the
students.
Whether the concerns about a negative shift in academic values hold truth is to be discussed but
getting nostalgic and looking back at the antique university in its pristine moral robe might be naïve
and counterproductive to the dialogue as the surroundings of the modern university have drastically
changed. Scott (2004) addresses the atrophy of ethical issues in HE that has been brought up by
14

scholars like Gould (2004). Scott (2004) poi ts out that the histo i al elite u i e sit

that is ofte

(unduly) romanticized, existed more or less outside of society and could therefore develop its own
set of values maintaining a critical distance at all times (p.442). Today, mass HE systems are fully
i teg ated i a k o ledge so iet a d a e thus e pe ie i g a
o e dis ete do ai s su h as politi s a d the

e osio of the ou daries between

a ket, s ie e a d ultu e

i id., p.

. The

changes of time and the integration of the open mass university system into a post-modern world
might therefore ask for a redefinition of academic values, especially in the context of competing on
HE markets. To Mikla ič (2012), the definition of such will help in constructing the meaning of HE in
order to protect it from the construction of other, rather undesirable meanings. In 1988, the authors
of the Magna Charta Universitatum tried to define some of the uni e sit s

o al pu poses that

already seem to hover between retaining traditional, moral values and caving in to growing economic
de a ds. A o g the fu da e tal p i iples it is
Eu opea hu a ist t aditio

e tio ed that a u i e sit as a t ustee of the

ust e e ise its esea h a d tea hi g

o all a d i telle tuall

i depe de t of all politi al autho it a d e o o i po e . Ho e e , it is also ot to lag ehi d
ha gi g eeds, the de a ds of so iet , a d ad a es i s ie tifi k o ledge

Mag a Cha ta

Universitatum 1988). This example demonstrates the balancing act universities have to perform in
keeping up with external demands and retaining internal ethical standards.
Since the concept and interpretation of ethical values as they could be applied within HE might differ
from reader to reader, one possible definition should be offered. I
Glo alisatio , Ma gi so

his essa

Values a d

fo uses o the i pa t of glo alizatio fo es o the ethi al alues

within HE sectors. He establishes values a d ethi al egi es that i his e es o stitute the Idea of a
U i e sit
domains:

i id., p. . This research paper draws on these values and ethics that he divides into two




The domain of communicative association. This embodies liberal human
conduct, including the right to speak, and the conduct of dialogue on the basis of
honesty and of mutual respect; and intra-institutional and inter-institutional
relationships grounded in justice, solidarity, compassion, cosmopolitan tolerance
and empathy for the other;
The domain of secular intellectual practices. This includes support for, and
freedom for and of, the practices integral to productive intellectual activity,
including curiosity, inquiry, observation, reasoning, explanation, criticising and
imagining (ibid., p.2).

These values or ethical requirements are being played out on the level of the individual, as well as on
the levels of the local and global intellectual community. Marginson (2006) also points out that it is
within the second sphere where innovation takes place and new knowledge is being formed (p.2).
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3.2 The Commodification of Education and the Corrosion of Learning
When reading about the corrosive effects of applying consumerist frameworks within the sphere of
academia, marketing and education expert Rajani Naidoo is frequently mentioned in contemporary
relevant literature. Naidoo and Jamieson (2005) argue that the presence of consumerism in HE is
glo all

ha gi g a d ha

ide tities

p.

i g a ade i ide tit , tea hi g a d the u i ulu

a d stude t

. The scholars base their suppositions on the theoretical model of French

philosopher and sociologist Pierre Bourdieu who divides society in different spheres that contain
value and capital (Bourdieu, 1986). According to him, HE occupies its own field in society operating
with a value system that is independent from economic and political fields. This means that the
a ade i

apital is lade

ith i telle tual o

ultu al, athe tha e o o i o politi al assets

(Naidoo & Jamieson. 2005, p.270). Following this thought, it is assumed that practices in the
acquirement of capital within the academic field must differ from those used within the economic or
political fields as they all operate according to their own unique rules and values (ibid., p.270). Given
the outlined division, an exchange or shift in values in at least one field is incalculable once it is
i te

o e

ith the othe fields. I this pa ti ula

academic capital and the valorizatio of e o o i
adopti g p a ti es of the e o o i field

ase, the autho s a e speaki g of the e osio of
apital

a keti g a d

alue of the edu atio al p o ess ill a d al ead has?

i id., p.

. If the a ade i field is

a di g u i e sities, the i t i si

e o ea

use-

e ha ge- alue ibid., p.271).

This turns students into consumers and teachers into the producers of commodities; an alarming
development that hollows out the basic idea of studying at a university (ibid.). Naidoo and Jamieson
(2005) go further and claim that students who ega d lea i g as a o

e ial t a sa tio

adopt

an external relationship to the institutions as consumers draw clear lines between their own identity
and the one of the organization. This fosters not only a passive consumer attitude and a sense of
entitlement concerning the acquisition of a degree, but also an alienation from universities that are
losing their characteristic of being interactive knowledge engagement centers (ibid., p.272).
According to these elaborations, it is highly unlikely, that this type of student is interested in personal
growth and the co-creation of academic value when engaging in the learning process as he or she is
focused on the short-term goal of obtaining a degree that holds the exchange-value of economic
revenue. Other undesirable outcomes of the commodification of HE are the quality of teaching: the
autho s assu e that the fea of stude ts

o plai ts a d the p essu e of etai i g a d att a ti g

more students lead the professional teaching staff to give milder feedback and to artificially lower
the rate of failure. This could harm important teaching qualities that lie on a deeper emotional level
like the e thusias

fo the su je t o the passio fo the pedagogi p o ess of each individual

student (ibid., p.274). Furthermore, the authors see a decrease of trust and risk-taking when it comes
to academic research which could distort the basic idea of a university. Correspondingly, risky
16

academic endeavors that do not necessarily hold promising outcomes (but might turn out as very
successful in the end) can only be undertaken when learners trust their teachers as guides
throughout the process accepting the possibility of failure (ibid., p.275).
Natale and Doran (2011) paint a similar picture and sum up Naidoo s a d Ja ieso s
i o e se te e: The stude t as a o su e pe spe ti e auses ha
ualit a d p o ote a passi e, dise gaged stude t od
marketing within edu atio as a

o e s

. It has the p ope sit to lo e

Natale & Doran 2011, p.194). Referring to

epide i , the autho s lai

that deg ees o ada s a e too

narrowly defined and too tailored for a particular job to allow abstraction and critical thinking (ibid.,
p.187). They also accuse knowledge society of strong biases and favoritism when it comes to kinds of
knowledge; a trend that is corrupting the personal development of the individual student and
undermining subjects within the humanities.

3.3 The Customer Perspective as an Alternative Future for Higher Education
I his ook Ma keting Higher Education: Theo

a d P a ti e , Gibbs (2008) is offering a different

outlook on the commodification of HE and argues that universities could actually benefit from the
student-as-consumer perspective. According to him, having forfeited the status as the most
influential organization in society, the university could in fact learn from the business world,
especially when it comes to understanding the point of view of the customer, the student. Thus, the
attention can be directly focused on the learner who represents the most important subject in the
relationship. Practicing HE marketing would force a university to find out who its customers are and
make them recognize their needs, expectations and aspirations. Gibbs (2008) stresses that it is not
about pa pe ing ea h i di idual stude t ut rather about managing his or her expectations and
desires to learn. What is more, the u i e sit s i te est fo

e ei i g feed a k f o

its stude ts

through conducting interviews or surveys would give additional insight into the receptiveness of
teaching practices and academic content. In face of the massification of HE this might be a vital step
into the right direction, even if it is partly initiated by economic aspirations (ibid.). In contrast to
Naidoo and Jamieson (2005) and Natale and Doran (2011), Gibbs (2008) is not afraid of students
becoming short-sighted and profit-o ie tated: Whe
u i e sit , a el do the sa

…

I got the jo

stude ts talk a out thei e pe ie e at

that I

e pe ie e of ha i g atte ded thei stud i stitutio

p.

a ted . The talk … about the total
. This stud e pe ie e

ould o tai

emotional values and include the process and mode of learning, personal development and
interaction with peers and teachers. The author cautions against the common first reaction to
associate HE marketing with deception and unethical business practices. This would lead to
overseeing its potential to inform students, get informed by students and thus, deepening the
understanding for the customer whose learning experience could be drastically improved.
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3.4 Academic Identity and Three Different Voices
The question of how academic identity and alongside intellectual and personal values are shaped by
current globalization and marketing trends raises other more philosophical questions about the
nature of identity itself. The term identity is a very slippery one to begin with and the question of
what it exactly is leads to a multitude of definitions strongly depending on different schools of
thought (Lawler, 2007). In this manner, dealing with identity demands a common understanding of
what it means within this research. Hall (2004) sheds light on major methodologies of selfhood and
identity possibilities throughout history with a special focus on how these theories can be applied
within social and cultural criticism. He offers a compact definition of identity that can serve as a
o e sto e fo this se tio : one's identity can be thought of as that particular set of traits, beliefs,
and allegiances that, in short- or long-term ways, gives one a consistent personality and mode of
social being (ibid., p.3). As this definition suggests, dealing with identity and more, trying to account
for its composition is not a light (if not never-ending) task because it involves taking all areas of a
pe so s pe so al a d p ofessio al life i to o side atio . The
ide tit does ot p odu e a

oe o

oe a o

fo us o a ade i

ete i age eithe : At est o e a des i e academic identity

as a constantly shifting target, which differs for each individual academic Quigle , 2011, p.21). The
sa e autho suggests that a a ade i ide tit i ol es a ade i o tolog
to e

a d ho

a ade i s fo

episte ologies ho

ho

a ade i s o e

a ade i [s] o e to k o

i id., p.21).

Evidently, both processes also involve the presence of cultural and social identities. Taylor (2008)
stresses that academic identity is not an entity that once acquired will not change but finds itself
under constant construction charged by the need for personal meaning. There might also be a great
dis epa

to

hate e ide tit is o st u ted a d e e ised p i atel a d

hi h aspi ed

identity is displayed in public and shared with those around us. What constitutes identity precisely
and whether there is a true core or an aspired identity in the first place is a profound discussion that
would exceed the scope of this research by far.
Since the matter of identity formation holds deep complexities – particularly when approached from
the psychological, philosophical and cultural standpoint – it is advisable to employ a concept that
deals with the different layers and implications of student identity. Batchelor (2008) introduces the
o ept of the stude t oi e that i o po ates the apa it of p og essi e self-formation and selfo st u tio , shapi g o e s o
stude thood

i di idual ide tit a d ot a epti g ead -made paradigms of

pp.41-42). The latter point suggests that when students are uncritically adopting

definitions about themselves, omitting the process of self-realization or self-understanding, this voice
of self-formation is neglected or even muted. Without this voice, identity cannot be properly shaped
and subsequently, the desire for self-transformation through HE cannot be fulfilled. Batchelor (2008)
a gues that toda s stude ts fi d the sel es i

a pa ado situatio

that has

ee

eated
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consumerism and commodification: on the one hand, they are asked to evaluate the quality of
programs and courses, but on the other hand, commercial language and a prefabricated studentimage is restricting their vocabulary and in fact silencing their real voice. Therefore, the praised shift
towards the learner ushered by global marketing practices as described by Gibbs (2008) would
essentially be a fallacy, according to Batchelor (2008). It is not the totality of the student voice that is
falli g sile t, ho e e ,

ut

athe

o e e phasized. To u de sta d this

oi e

odes

that disappea

hile othe s a e

ei g

otio , Bat helo s (2008) concept of the three different

student voices requires a closer look:
The concept of student voice may be anatomized into three constituent elements: an
epistemological voice, or a voice for knowing; a practical voice, or a voice for doing; and
an ontological voice, or a voice for being and becoming (p.45).
The author surmises that the third voice, the ontological voice, is the most delicate and vulnerable
one of the three and also the most important one when it comes to identity formation. According to
he , toda s academic world does not validate this vulnerable voice sufficiently and privileges the
notions of knowing and doing. This is quite a predicament as using the voice of being and becoming is
necessary to understand the other two. Ironically, the ontological voice of self-realization is primarily
used in HE marketing promising future students that they could become, whoever they aspire to be
(ibid.). There is a risk that the terms self-reliance, self-realization, self-creation, self-awareness and
self-empowerment are becoming empty shells that have nothing to do with progressive life-long
learning (ibid.). Bat helo

fea s that the eal o te t ould e di i ished

ei g est i ted

to the status of quickly achievable orientations directed towards suc essful a ti it i the

o ld

(p.46). An imbalance between the three voices caused by short-termism, the longing for success and
a e phasis o
ha a te

ei g p odu ti e a d al ead

i id., p.

atu ed ould the efo e lead to a o osio of

. Fi st a d fo e ost, a d he e the autho lea s o Bou dieu s philosophies, the

oi es of k o i g a d ei g should sta d i the fo eg ou d as the
academic identity that is authentic self-e p essio
Quigle s

ithhold the pote tial of a

i id., pp.48-40). This description fits well into

u de sta di g of a a ade i , as dis ussed ea lie , that is defi ed

the p o esses

of coming to be and coming to know.

3.5 Motivations to Study
The theory above assumes that ideally, every student enrolled at a university has more or less the
sa e

o le

oti es fo

hoosi g an academic path which are self-realization and developing all

three voices in equal proportions. According to Batchelor (2008), reasons that diverge from the ideal
balanced model are being nurtured

toda s so iet . Thus, there can be a variety of different

reasons why a young adult would pursue an academic career in the first place. Next to the more
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philosophical theoretical approaches about academic identity, it is helpful to work with a more
si plified f a e o k that a help th ough the egi
a d “o e h s

t polog

i g stages of the a al sis. He e, Bogle s

o es i ha d as it t ies to fi d the

ost o

o

easo s fo

enrollments at HE institutions. The authors identify the following three subcultures:




instrumental: students who attend institutions of higher learning to acquire
degrees that pave the way to social occupational mobility
scholastic: students driven by intellectual stimulation and purely academic
reasons
collegiate: co espo di g to stude ts’ aspi atio s fo thei so ial life o
(ibid., p.234)

a pus

According to the previous more negative theories, the current academic environment cultivates
students that are more instrumentally oriented and underemphasizes the importance of scholastic
and collegiate motives. The more positive outlook by Gibbs (2008) however suggests that whether
education is commoditized or not, students see their education as a full experience that involves all
of the listed areas.

3.6 Identity Formation through Consumption
After exploring different theories that cover academic ethics, academic identity and the implications
of students being knowledge consumers, it is useful to shed light on theories that treat the formation
of identity through the act of consumption. After all, if the notion of study programs as products
holds any truth, acquiring knowledge could be paralleled with acquiring other goods that affect and
extend the stude t s self i si ila

a s. And if this was the new way of constructing academic

identity, we can ask ourselves how this new identity would comply with the three student voices
outli ed i Bat helo s

theo

o in the definition of academic identity by Quigley (2011).

Our western culture is based on the notion of the independent self and is highly engaged in the
formation of a personal rather than a collective identity. The pursuit of happiness and a good life are
more connected to personal goals and achievements than interpersonal ones (Ruvio & Belk, 2012).
Individuals are highly driven and pressured by the need of constructing their own identity in order to
attain personal meaning and value. Yet, in this context, it is vital to keep in mind that Hall (2004) also
referred to identity as a mode of a social being, meaning that identity formation only happens when
interacting with others and ones culture. This entails that cultural and thus collective aspects exert a
great influence on identity construction and subsequently consumer behavior. In connection to Ruvio
and Belk (2012), the creation of personal meaning and value cannot be performed solitarily, but
strongly depends on interaction and collective values.
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Batchelor (2008) has outlined how an academic identity can evolve through the constant process of
learning, self-awareness and self-realization. However, the common notion is that in our consumer
culture, this diffi ult p o ess a

e i u

e ted th ough pu hasi g fi ished ide tit -pieces

(Dittmar, 2007). This is concordant with Batchelor s (2008) fear of students blindly and uncritically
adopting student identities.
When it comes to the construction of identity through consumption, Belk (1988) is one of the bestknown researchers who established a framework that has been reused in consumer research ever
si e. Afte Belk s (1988) theory, the accumulation and consumption of tangible and intangible
atte s ha e al a s ee used to e te d the self o o e s ide tit . O to be more precise and
simplistic: human beings define who they are in terms of what they have. Hence, it is act of
consumption through which identity and the self are being developed and established. The acquired
possessions do not necessarily take the form of an external object but they might as well be another
person, groups and experiences. Belk (1988) argues that as long as we can exercise control over the
object (or the object over us), we regard it as an integral part of ourselves. As mentioned before, the
extended self does not only include the ownership over material objects but also non-brand images
like ei g a ho se e thusiast, sta p olle to o u i e sit stude t. Othe

atego ies a e i te al

processes, ideas, and experiences, and those persons, places, and things to which one feels
atta hed

Belk, 1988, p.141). The author draws on philosopher Sartre when he speaks about the

notion of integrating something into our self-concept by exercising control over it. In a more
figurative sense, it could be the mastering of a skill, the creation of ideas or simply knowing things,
people or places. This evokes the idea that from a more philosophical perspective, the pursuit of an
academic career has always been an act of consumption and an attempt of having rather than being.
In this light, students have always been consumers and the attaining of knowledge and selfrealization has always been the attaining of another possession (skill) to extend the self. Therefore,
the perceived shift in academic values through marketization might lie in the way of consuming and
not i the o su ptio itself. Thus, Quigle s

a ade i still o es to e a d o es to k o ,

although the process might have changed and adapted to different circumstances. In what ways this
a ade i ide tit is authe ti
In a nutshell, Belk
that the ph ase

is a e

diffi ult uestio to answer (Batchelor 2008).

st esses that o su ptio is the e t al a of
e a e hat e ha e has ee gai i g

oea d

eati g o e s ide tit a d

o e alidit these days (p.160).

For this research his app oa h of the e te ded self th ough o su ptio is regarded as useful
when analyzing how the selected students perceive their academic careers.
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3.7 Consumer Ambivalence in the Higher Education Sector
When referring to students in a consumption context, it needs to be kept in mind that they are also
the co-creators of an intangible product (apart from receiving a certificate) which can display itself in
manifold versions (Eagle & Brennan, 2007). Gibbs (2008) has pointed out that pursuing a degree is
rather an experience than a simple transfer of time (money) and knowledge since it is composed of
emotional values, interactions with fellow academics, the university staff and student life in general.
The amount of different variables that are present during the consumption of a degree (students,
teachers, subjects, equipment, relationships, student life, etc.) implies that this particular consumer
experience is predestined to hold contradictory or ambivalent emotions. In their research paper
exploring consumer behavior of individuals planning weddings, Otnes et. al (1997) come up with the
following definition for consumer ambivalence:
[It] is the simultaneous or sequential experience of multiple emotional states, as a result
of the interaction between internal factors and external objects, people, institutions,
and/or cultural phenomena in market-oriented contexts, that have direct and/or indirect
ramifications on prepurchase attitudes and behavior (ibid., pp.82-83).
It is of interest to find out how students cope with these emotions, in what way the coping strategies
become apparent and how these influence their academic identity. This applies to their previous
study experience in Germany and also to their current enrollment at Aalborg University. In their
research, Otnes et al. (1997) identify three coping strategies: resignation, modification and defiant
non-purchase (p.91). Needless to say, there is a big difference between the experience of a wedding
day (and the preparation of it) and the experience of pursuing a university degree. However, the
coping with negative feelings such as disappointment and frustration prior or during consuming the
product might bear similarities. For this research, the strategies are adjusted to the consumer
segment and the product:






esig atio
odifi atio

o fo

s to accepting the circumstances and neglecting internal values

ea s the adaption of internal values to external ones

defia t o -pu hase equals to d oppi g out o

uitti g .

3.8 Theories tied together
The introduced theories are written by various scholars from different backgrounds shedding light on
selected components of the problem. Apparently, these all play part in the shared perception that
the face of HE has been and is changing on a global scale. In order to tackle the research question,
these theories need to be tied together to form a solid framework.
The definition of ethics in HE has been discussed and also how ethical values could have changed due
to commodification and marketing trends. This change is assumed to have an influence on
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stude t/a ade i ide tit i ludi g stude ts attitudes to a ds lea i g a d thei

oti es fo

pursuing a degree. Therefore, next to outlining different scenarios that deal with the transformation
of HE, a definition of academic identity was necessary. The student as a consumer perspective –
evoked by the described commodification and marketing trends within HE – asked for the
employment of consumption theories. These theories deal with both student identity as
consumption is very closely related to identity (Belk, 1988) and consumer ambivalence. The latter is
employed since the pursuit of a degree is a longitudinal consumption process characterized by
negative and positive experiences that need to be coped with.
The theoretical framework helps in investigating the students self-perception, their expression of
academic identity and their view on HE institutions in the context of the outlined phenomena. Their
insights towards their current enrollment at Aalborg University compared to their previous study
experience in Germany does not only reveal preferences and coping strategies concerning their
consumer behavior but also cultural influences that could indicate how AAU can achieve recruiting a
higher number of German students.

4 Methodological Considerations
4.1 Paradigm and Research Approach
This section provides the methodological background that is necessary to define the context in which
the findings of this research were generated and into which context they are placed. First of all, it
eeds to e esta lished hat the

asi set of eliefs a e as the observations and results should not

stand alone without meaning and context (Guba, 1990, p.17). This set of beliefs that led my decisions
and actions through this investigation constitutes my paradigm (Saunders et al., 2009) which is
identified at the beginning of this section. My research paradigm and my research philosophy are
directly tied to the research questions and reflect and justify my approach on how I intend to answer
them in this research. As I aimed to get a deeper understanding of how German graduate students at
AAU perceive their academic life and how these attitudes and mindsets relate to the sketched
dilemmas, I chose to interact with them taking a closer look at what they say. Thus, several,
qualitative in-depth interviews were conducted in which the addressed issues were thoroughly
worked through in conversation. The created content depended on the individuals involved in the
interview: their perception of reality, their self-concepts and their concepts of their surroundings.
The meaning of what is being expressed in an interview is attached to these individuals, their
different backgrounds and unique stories and was therefore treated as such. This means that
interpretations and conclusions that derive from the interviews are understood cohesively and are
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not isolated from their context. This contemplation already suggests that within the frame of this
thesis, there must be more than one single and universal worldview (Denzin, 2001; Bryman, 2008).
On that account, I adopted interpretivism as my research philosophy as I tried to e te the so ial
o ld of

esea h su je ts a d u de sta d thei

o ld f o

thei poi t of ie

Saunders et

al., 2009, p.116). In this philosophy, the interviewees and the researcher are regarded as social actors
that interpret their everyday social roles according to the meaning that they attach to them. This also
applies to how they interpret the roles of others (ibid., 2009). Before anything else, it was crucial to
understand the life worlds of the interviewees with special respect to them being individuals, not
speaking for the majority of German graduate students. Nonetheless, given that the individuals share
a cultural and social background provided the possibility of detecting common patterns that could be
linked back to the background information and the theoretical framework. While looking for trends
a d lues i the stude ts ela o atio s that ould help

e i answering my research question, I

remained open to unexpected findings and the emerging of new categories that were not listed in
the theoretical framework. This was possible since the objective was not to test the theories (a
practice often associated with quantitative methods and a positivist paradigm (Bryman, 2011)) but to
inspire the collection of empirical data and to help organizing and analyzing it thereafter.
Nevertheless, there are always temptations of explaining human behavior with the presented
theories, so it was kept i
s ie es is

i d that the

ot the e plai i g

hief i g edie t of the i te p eti e app oa h ithi so ial

ut p i a il the e patheti u de sta di g of hu a

a tio

(Bryman, 2008, p.15). The goal of explaining certain phenomena is commonly associated with
quantitative research methods and an objectivist concept of reality (ibid., 2008) which is not
compatible with the design of and the philosophy behind this research. The degree and capability of
understanding the subjects might have been even greater in this project since I happen to be a
German master student at AAU as well and did ot ha e to a tifi iall

put

self i to thei shoes .

From an ontological perspective, it was assumed that every individual is constructing his or her own
reality and subjective meanings resulting in an infinite amount of different versions of reality.
According to Bryman (2008), social constructivists ag ee that phe o e a a d thei
o ti uall

ei g a o plished

so ial a to s

ea i gs a e

p.19). This entails that social reality can only be

constructed through social interplay and that there can never be a definite version of a social reality.
Thus, the researcher is only able to present snapshots of a specific constructed reality at a particular
time as a result from interacting with the analyzed subjects (ibid., p.19). To take this even further,
this reality only exists in the first place because it is put into context of a mental framework and
actually thought about (Guba, 1990). Of course, the researcher should also be aware that his or her
reality lens is just as uniquely colored as those of his or her informants. Consequently, content first
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passes th ough the se de s le s

efo e it passes th ough the

e ipie t s le s fo

i g a

collaboratively constructed reality. In a third step, we could even conside the eade s le s that the
processed knowledge passes through when being confronted with the findings.
In line with the contemplations above, the epistemological approach in this research postulates that
generated k o ledge is

ade up

su je ti e

ea i gs a d so ial phe o e a

taking into

account the details of the situation (Saunders et al., 2009, p.119). This seems sensible as a social
phenomenon was explored by investigating the attitudes and feelings that the students transmitted
through their narratives.

4.2 Research Design and Methods
After having identified the research paradigm, questions about the research design and research
method need to be treated in a more detailed manne . The esea h desig as the f a e o k fo
the olle tio a d a al sis of data

efle ts

de isio s a out the p io it gi e to a a ge of

dime sio s of the esea h p o ess , meaning that the way data was collected determined the kind
of data in the outcome (Bryman, 2008, p.31). In this research, the interpretation of a particular
g oup s eha io stood i the fo eg ou d. Although ua titati e esea he s a e also i te ested i
exploring groups in society, it is often the meanings behind the behavior they are interested in and
not so much the interpretation of the behavior in a certain context. Oftentimes, quantitative
ethods like so ial su e

esea h ha e ee sho

to elate poo l to people s a tual eha io

(Bryman, 2011, p.620). Therefore, many researchers feel strongly about employing qualitative
research methods when exploring human beings within their social world and want to distance
themselves from a quantitative approach and a positivist research philosophy (Bryman, 2008). Given
these contemplations, I opted for a qualitative research design of an in-depth interview study.
Before conducting the interviews, background knowledge was collected and I constructed a
theoretical framework that assisted me in building an interview guide as well as in analyzing the
empirical data. For the AAU background information, I drew on an email from Jens Pedersen (2013),
Head of AAU Communications (see enclosed CD-ROM, Appendix B that i fo

ed

e a out AAU s

marketing efforts within the German market before my employment as a student assistant. For the
assessment of the current situation, I relied on my own experiences and the shared knowledge
among me and my team members.
The theoretical framework consists of a variety of peer-reviewed literature about ethics and
transformation trends in HE, identity and consumption theories. Within the framework, different and
sometimes opposing viewpoints create a balanced out construct that did not only serve as a guiding
hand through the investigation but also facilitated the emerging of categories during the analysis of
the empirical data. Although the theories represent a vital part of this research, the main focus lies
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on the primary data generated through the interviews as it constitutes the center piece of my
problem formulation. Thus, the emerging of new categories and not only the rediscovery of those
from the theories was intended from the start.
In accord with my research philosophy, I was trying to see the different worlds explored through the
eyes of my interviewees in order to get better equipped for answering the research question.
Conducting relatively long in-depth interviews (60-80 min, with one exception of 25 min) with several
(and in the end nine) students represented a suitable way of achieving this goal. According to Howe
(2004), engaging people in a dialogue is one of the most fruitful ways of coming to a better
understanding because deepe a d

o e ge ui e e p essio s of eliefs a d alues

a e e ge

through it while painting a more accurate picture of the held views (Howe, 2004, p.54). This means
that the desired data was preferably gathered through the means of interviews since this research
focuses on the understanding of human behavior and not, for example, on the causality of two
phenomena or the generalization of certain findings. Kvale (1996) argues that interviews can help to
gathe k o ledge a out o e spe ifi pe so
phe o e a that a e e

edded i a la ge

o i stitutio

o te t p.

o e e

illust ate

o e ge e al

. The i te ie i g of nine students in total

did not only offer more volume and content but it also allowed for comparison among the
participants and the discovery of tendencies and patterns. Why the final number of informants
turned out to be nine is addressed in the section “a pli g .
Given that the theoretical framework was to play an inherent role – also while gathering the
empirical data – a semi-structured interview form was chosen. Thus, topics that had emerged from
secondary literature could be integrated into the interviews without exerting too great of a
restriction. This chosen interview form required the design of an interview guide. The process from
the general research area to generating an interview guide which covered all relevant topics in need
for discussion can be followed in Figure 3:
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Figure 3 (Bryman, 2011, p. 476)

The background literature composed of different theories offered a pool of ideas from which several
interview topics were condensed. The formulation of the interview questions required a constant
adjustment as new possible topics came up while revising more literature. A pilot guide then came
into practice while conducting a pilot interview that gave a first impression about the reception of
the questions and the length of the interview (80 min). This first trial enabled me to identify new
relevant topics for the following interviews that were then added to the final guide. The questions
within this final guide (see Appendix A) include descriptive, general, (in)direct as well as very specific
questions. The benefits and implications of this particular interview-structure are elaborated in detail
i the se tio

Data Colle tio .

4.3 Collecting Data through the Semi-structured Interview
In this section, the structure of the in-depth interview is treated in greater detail. The semistructured approach was chosen as on the one hand, it allows interviewees to elaborate freely and
even go off topic if it serves the greater purpose of creating more valuable and genuine data. On the
other hand, there was a catalogue of questions that had to be answered in order to tackle the
research question. An interview guide that included these questions was able to lead me and the
informants through the conversation. According to Bryman (2008), a semi-structured interview offers
great advantages if the researcher starts the inquiry with a rather clear idea and wants to address
specific themes that cannot be answered in a simple question-answer-manner but require the
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interviewee to unfold his authentic self in a comfortable setting. The structure, even though it might
appear as somewhat loose, ensures a level of comparability if more than one person is being
interviewed. In choosing a semi-structured form, the interviews were quite flexible but still specific
enough to cover the range of topics I was interested in.
In order to get a feel for the appropriate length and the best approach in executing the interviews,
I conducted a pilot interview before moving on with my methodological considerations. As many of
the questions revolve around personal attitudes and deeply anchored values that would most likely
e sha ed afte a

a

-up-phase , it appea ed as a solutel

e essa

to allo

fo a lo ge

duration. As more interviews followed, time management issues resulted in an exceptionally short
interview of only 25 minutes. However, the personal acquaintance that had already been established
before the interview was able to compensate for this drawback.
Next to allowing for a long duration of 60-80 minutes, it also became clear that it was necessary to be
very patient and wait for an answer to unfold after a complex question. It often turned out to be
helpful to touch upon the same question towards the end of the conversation. In most cases, new
view-points and conclusions emerged in the process of speaking which at some point, led me as the
i te ie e to

ithd a

i

o de to

ot i te upt the i fo

a t s st ea

of o s ious ess .

However, the presence of the interviewer was more required in other cases depending on the
stude t s personality.
From the social constructivist viewpoint, the content generated in interviews is quite contextsensitive and depends on the interaction between the researcher and the interviewee (Kvale, 1992).
The participant does not represent a full o tai e that a
a

ot ha e ui k a d ead a s e s

o the pe spe ti e take
dis o e ies ho izo s of

ulti o alit

a ati e o ple it
a d

e e ptied ut is a
, ho

eal pe so

ho

a shift espo ses depe di g

o te tual shifts , a d

ho may even make new

ea i g as the result of participating in the esea h p oje t Holstei &

Gubrium quoted in: Hiller & DiLuzio 2003, p.3). These important points clearly manifested
themselves in the pilot interview, in the interviews that followed and were also taken to heart in the
analysis and interpretation of the findings.
Regarding the intensity and length of the conversation combined with the limited time frame for this
project, I settled on the amount of nine interviews in total. Since the pilot interview already offered
valuable material for addressing the problem formulation and since there were no major
adjustments necessary, it represented an equally important part in the body of primary data. The
question of whether the total amount of interviews was enough to answer the research question and
other concerns about the generalizability, reliability or transferability of this research is addressed in
the se tio

‘esea h C ite ia .
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All interviews were not only recorded but also conducted and transcribed in German (see enclosed
CD-ROM for audio and text files, Appendix B). However, all the material used in the analytic part of
this project was translated into English as precisely and nuanced as possible. The reason behind this
choice was that speaking i the stude ts

othe to gue

ould o t i ute to a ette

o e satio

flow and descriptions and elaborations would be more authentic and articulated in a more nuanced
way. Thus, I regarded it as an advantage to have conducted the interviews in the language the
participants felt most comfortable. After all, they did not have to disengage themselves from the
conversation in order to search for proper vocabulary and wording.

4.4 Sampling
After the decision of conducting qualitative interviews had been made, the question of how and
where to find eligible candidates arose. As the amount of German graduate students at AAU is of a
rather manageable size, I relied on my personal network in order to retrieve relevant candidates. I
reached out to the informants either by asking them in person or by sending them an email (after
being referred to them through mutual acquaintances). In order to achieve a wide range of possible
scenarios, I selected students from different disciplines as staying in the sphere of one academic field
could have resulted in an unnecessarily homogenous content. In more scientific terms, the selection
of interviewees happened through a mixture of purposive and convenience sampling. Naturally for
this research, only people who were

ele a t to the esea h uestio

to esta lish a good o espo de e et ee

were interviewed in order

esea h uestio s a d sa pli g

B

a , 2008,

p.458). In other words, only German graduate students at AAU with previous university experiences
in Germany were contacted. The availability and personal disposition of these students determined
their participation in this project. Using convenience sampling would not only turn out to be practical
but it would also offer an additional advantage: being acquainted with at least half of the research
sample provided a head start in the interviews because a basic level of trust was already present.
Thus, the

a

-up-phase was shortened considerably.

At this point, the question whether and when the actual amount of interviews would be enough
(irrespective of the given time frame) troubled me as it has many qualitative researchers before.
Kvale (1996) has treated this topic in great detail. He argues that there is no rule of thumb for
qualitative research that would indicate when an appropriate amount of people have been
interviewed. As every research problem is different, the question of the right amount of participants
is context sensitive and generally, a researcher should conduct as many interviews as he or she needs
to reach the desired amount of data (ibid.). Bryman (2011) speaks of theoretical saturation:
su essi e i te ie s/o se atio s ha e oth fo
o fi

ed the asis fo the

ed its i po ta e a d the e is o eed to o ti ue

eatio of a atego

ith data olle tio

p.

a d

. K ale
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(1996) goes even further and claims that many qualitative research projects would benefit from
reducing the number of interviews so that more time could be invested in a thorough preparation
a d a al sis: Qualitatively, the focus on single cases made it possible to investigate in detail the
relationship of a specific behavior to its context, to work out the logic of the relationship between
the i di idual a d the situatio

p.

. These o side atio s a d of course, the limited time frame

resulted in the chosen number of participants.

4.5 Data Analysis
After the data had been identified and collected it had to be broken down and analyzed. In this
section, the analytic approach is looked into and explained in detail.
The hermeneutical circle belongs to the interpretative research family and was chosen as an
appropriate way of analyzing the empirical data. Although there are many different hermeneutic
theories, all underline the center role of understanding through the universal medium of language:
Th ough la guage e pe ie e is filte ed, e oded, a d o

u i ated i dialogue. It [language]

bridges past and present, interpreter and text; it conveys and propels t aditio

A old & Fischer,

1994, p.58). Hermeneutics traditionally refer to the study of interpretation of texts but can also be an
appropriate scientific approach when analyzing interviews (Kvale, 1996). After all, the concept of
what a text actually is has been extended to human action and oral discourses that even serve as a
prerequisite when subsequently analyzing written texts (Kvale, 1996). In this research, conversations
about human life that are turned into texts are the subject of analysis. According to Kvale (1996), the
benefits of the hermeneutic approach for the interview lie in the twofoldedness of the discourse
analysis: first, the dialogue producing the interview text is illuminated and then the interview text
itself is interpreted as a form of another dialogue. Arnold and Fischer (1994) have also pointed out
the ele a e of the he

e euti app oa h

ithi

o su e

esea h: Of pa ti ula

ele a e a e

the concepts of [pre]understanding, the hermeneutic circle, the fusion of horizons, selfunderstanding and the ideal of the dialogic commu it

p.

. I

this

esea h, the

[pre]understanding occurred through the gathering of relevant theories, through the examination of
my own situation as a German student at AAU and the conducted pilot interview. However, the
u de sta di g did ot e d there but developed over the course of the whole project. This process
is already the main characteristic of the hermeneutic circle in which knowledge is generated through
the investigation of a topic which then is reinvestigated with the newly acquired understanding
(Arnold & Fischer, 1994). According to Kvale (1996), the meaning of separate parts of the text is
largely determined by the anticipated global meaning of the text. The close investigation of the
separate parts, however, lead to a change in the global meaning, which then again can lead to a
change in meaning of the separate parts (ibid., p.47). Moving around in this circle – that is often
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referred to as an iterative spiral (Arnold & Fischer, 1994) – can feel like a trap as theoretically, the
researcher will not arrive at a natural ending point but keeps on going back and forth within the
circle. Debesay et al. (2008) call it a vicious circle with the difference that the researcher is gaining
more knowledge every time he or she is revisiting an old point. This circle can only be broken when
the researcher comes to a plausible end point out of pure necessity. For Kvale (1996), the attainment
of a sensible meaning signifies the end point which was also the goal in this research. On a critical
note, the lack of a precise procedure or theory when taking the hermeneutic approach is defined as
one of its weaknesses (Arnold & Fischer, 1994). Nonetheless, I regarded this weakness as an
important methodological freedom that would enable me to operate more context-sensitively within
the circle.
The constant comparison between old and new data until a state of saturation was reached (Bryman,
2011) already began during the collection of the primary data: the narrative content was broken
down, coded and categorized. This process did not only provide a starting point for designing and
conducting the interviews, but it also avoided the crisis of the 1000-Page Question that Kvale (1996)
cautions against. He advises that the process of analyzing should already begin while the data is
being collected during the interviews and not after the content has been gathered and transcribed.
This led me to already analyze the content by asking the informants follow-up questions that would
clarify their statements. Furthermore, the actual interpretation of the content did not just happen on
the paper transcript but during the dialogue. The semi-structured interview form enabled me to
employ questions that I found context-appropriate and conducive to the interpretation. According to
Kvale (1996), the face-to-face interaction is just as important as the reading between the lines and
creating meaning during the interview and the analysis of the written words. Especially in regards to
my research philosophy of a social constructivist, regarding the content created during the interview
as

oautho ed as K ale

poi ts it out,

as highl

ele a t p.

. The si gula it of ea h

social situation in which statements are jointly created had to be kept in mind while forming
categories by extracting meaning from the conversation later on. It is has to be stressed, however,
that being able to follow and to agree with every single interpretation completely is a claim that this
research cannot live up to. For it is very unlikely that a social situation constructed by two individuals
will be interpreted in the exact same way by neither of them, not to mention by a third party that
was not present during the interview. On these grounds, it was vital to take a step back from what
was actually being said and draw from the background knowledge that the theoretical framework
provided. After all, the more the researcher achieves to recontextualize, the more comprehensible
appear his decisions (Kvale, 1996).
Breaking down the narration into different themes happened through the condensation or
reconstruction of the interview. By doing so, a whole new story is being created and the researcher
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a

t a sfo

fo

the

a ati e-fi de

to the

a ati e- eato

K ale, 1992, p.201). This

allowed me to cluster information, establish coherence in concepts and theories which then made
me recognize patterns and contrasts.

4.6 Research Criteria
In terms of research criteria, the first thought that comes to mind might be the question of how
credible the findings in this research are. And how, if the interviews are liable to subjective scrutiny,
can the researcher guarantee the reliability and validity of the outcome? Although these are
legitimate points, it needs to be stressed that it would not be sensible to adopt the same research
criteria that positivists would use in their investigations. As many qualitative researchers have noted
before, a clear line needs to be drawn between qualitative and quantitative research and the
respective evaluation techniques (Morgan, 1983; Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Hirschman, 1986). The
nature of positivist and interpretive research differs greatly in goals and design and therefore, it
would be a logical error to judge interpretive research with the same criteria that one would use for
a positi ist i

ui . I his

o k Be o d Methods: “t ategies fo “o ial ‘esea h. , Mo ga (1983)

writes:
Research strategies that
observer cannot be fairly
positivist research, for
ethodologies, a d fa o
396).

abandon the positivist standpoint of the detached, neutral
judged in terms of the evaluative criteria normally applied to
they seek a different kind of insight, adopt different
diffe e t ite ia fo judgi g thei k o ledge lai s ibid., p.

Dealing with a qualitative research, criteria especially developed for the evaluation of such have to
be employed. For this research, these interpretative criteria are credibility, transferability,
dependability and confirmability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985; Hirschman, 1986; Bryman, 2008).
The observations made while collecting and analyzing the primary data should be reflected
adequately, meaning that the researcher tries to stay as close and true to the content as possible
while moving away from it as much as it seems necessary. Since there are many different versions of
ealit

see esea h pa adig

, it is the task of the esea he to e su e that esea h is a ied out

according to the canons of good practice and submitting research findings to the members of the
social world who were studied for o fi

atio

B

a , 2008, p.377). In this research, this

confirmation was achieved during the interviewing process by asking the participants to clarify their
statements or to comment on conclusions that I drew from what was being said during the
conversation. To add more complexity to the criterion credibility we can ask ourselves how much the
informants were showing their authe ti

self i the

o e t of the o e satio a d whether they

were presenting an image that corresponds to how they would like to be seen by the researcher.
Pondering over this question is dangerous and might not lead the person asking anywhere. The
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researcher and his or her pee s ha e to
o st u tio
e pe ie es

a d that i fo
ea to the

e el a ept that ide tities a e o ti uousl u de

a ts share their sense of who they are and what their current
i

olla o ati e a ts of ide tit fo

atio

i ol i g oth the sel es

and the researcher (Taylor, 2008, p.30). Next to being aware of these considerations, I relied on my
analytical abilities and assumed that my interviewees were la gel

as the appea [ed] to

e

(Hirschman, 1986, p.244).
Whether the findings of this research are transferable can only be decided through successive similar
investigations. The minimum that this research can offer in terms of transferability is a detailed
description of its context from which the interpretations are generated (ibid., p.245). Thereby, other
researchers have a fair chance in comparing the specifics of the new context in which they are
investigating. For this research, transparency about the settings and the situations for the interviews
was regarded as a pre-condition.
The question of how the criterion dependability ould e fulfilled a

e a s e ed th ough K ale s

(1992) explanations about reliability in qualitative interviews (the term dependability can be
pa alleled to K ale s
fi di gs . A

a of i

o ept of elia ilit as oth deal
easi g i te ie e

ith the o siste

elia ilit is the e pli atio

of the esea h

of p o edu es : if the

researcher uses examples of the material and walks through the steps of his or her interpretation
process, the readers can decide whether they agree or not (ibid., p.209). Furthermore, not only the
i te ie e s o siste t app oa h during the interview is important, but also the consistency in
transcribing the content. In order to transcribe as accurately and efficient as possible, a transcription
software was used (f4) that facilitated the typing process by slowing down voices. Therewith, a more
accurate transcription could be achieved.
The last criterion conformity deals with the fact that to some degree, findings are influenced by the
values of the investigator. Thus, I had to be aware of the predefined values that I brought into this
research and justify my interpretations and findings in a comprehensible manner, meaning that the
reader should be able to follow my thoughts as if he or she followed a travel route on a road map.
Lastly, when it comes to how generalizable the findings are, it needs to be clear that the
generalization of the results were not the objective of this research. Whereas transferability is
understood as offering the reader the possibility to transfer the results to another context – which is
facilitated by detailed descriptions and transparency – generalizability would make too much of a
broad claim about large groups in society ( Ge e aliza ilit a d t a sfe a ilit , n.d.). Although
answering the research question through finding tendencies and patterns among the responses
stood in the foreground, the situation I was analyzing is quite unique and can only speak for itself.
Ho e e , ot o l telli g

hat is

ut

hat ould e

as a la ge pa t of

task a d ould

therefore offer hints and trends for somebody interested in conducting further research in the field.
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After all, the used methods served as tools that helped me to discover what I was looking for. The
utility of these methods and the integrity of their employment should render the knowledge created
through this research reliable and valid (Kvale, 1996).

4.7 Limitations, Feasibility and Ethical Considerations
As in any research, I was facing obstacles and limitations that were difficult to circumvent and
therefore need to be acknowledged at the least. Some of them have already been discussed and
others are addressed in this section.
The size of the research sample and whether nine in-depth i te ie s a e e ough to a s e the
esea h uestio s

as dis ussed i

“a pli g . It is i po ta t to e ember, however, that the

i te ie ed stude ts poi ts of ie s a e ot o l i flue ed

thei

ultu al a d so ial a kg ou d

but also by the type of discipline they dedicate themselves to. Those disciplines, depending on their
subject-specific tradition already embrace certain sets of values as part of the body of knowledge
that they analyze. Hence, students who have been enrolled in a program like Social Work or
International Development probably have a predisposed interest when it comes to social values and
experience this to be an integral part of their studies. Therefore, when speaking of a general
humanistic oriented teaching tradition, it needs to be remembered that there are study programs
that find themselves within the humanities already. When thinking of ways to approach the potential
German student through advertising, it is also vital to keep in mind that the interviewed segment
consists of German students that have already made the decision of moving countries and joining
AAU. As part of their personalities they might be more driven, open and interested in the new
culture and country anyways without any external marketing related influence needed.
I have already mentioned the aspect of me being a German graduate student at AAU. On the one
hand, this is essential to the research question because the fact that I find myself in this position has
sparked my interest in investigating this problem in the first place. Being able to speak the language
and being able to relate directly to the subjects can be of great advantage. However, I am aware of
the confirmability criterion, meaning that although I hold my own construct of reality, I am advised to
not let my personal values intrude this investigation to an unnecessary high degree (Bryman, 2008,
p.34). The commonalities between the German students and me help to understand them on a
deeper level; however, they could also be responsible for my overseeing aspects due to home
blindness. I deal with this problem through simple awareness and by taking a step back as the
interviewer and the researcher during the analysis of the empirical data.
Using a semi-structured interview bears the risk that some questions that have been asked during
some conversations will remain unanswered in others. This is an aspect that I chose to accept as the
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wholeness and genuineness of each interrogation contributes to a deeper insight and more
interesting findings in the long run. Furthermore, the recreation of the exact same interview setting
in qualitative interviews is viewed as not possible and thus, does not pose a problem at this point.
Lastly, when it comes to ethical considerations, before the interviews were conducted, all
participants were informed about the topic, that they were being recorded and that their true
identities would not be revealed. This is particularly important since the participants were sharing
very personal stories and values. Further, their exact study programs at AAU remained largely
unrevealed as in some cases, they could be easily identified. The interviewees were also aware of the
fact that they could terminate the interview at any given moment.

5 Data Analysis
In this section the nine interviews are analyzed with the help of the background information and the
theoretical framework. At the time of the interview, the informants were all between 23-27 years old
and grew up and studied in different regions in Germany. The table below shows their gender, in
which discipline they received their bachelor s degree and in which field and semester they are
pursuing their master s degree at AAU. It also indicates which form of HE institution they attended in
Ge

a

as this has a i pa t o thei

ie s a d des iptio s. I o de to p ote t the stude ts

identity, their names have been replaced by the abbreviations S1-9 (S stands for student).
Informant

Gender

S1/Pilot

f

S2

f

S3

f

S4

f

S5

m

S6

f

S7

m

S8

f

S9

m

Institution
Germany
state university

Bachelor

Master at AAU

Semester

Linguistics

Humanities

8

state university +
dual degree
state university +
university of
applied sciences
state university

Business
Economics
Social Work

Humanities

8

Humanities

10

Linguistics

Humanities

8

university of
applied sciences
university of
applied sciences +
dual degree
university of
applied sciences +
dual degree
state university

Engineering

Engineering

8

Business Logistics

Humanities

8

Engineering

Engineering

8

Cultural Studies

Natural Sciences

10

university of
applied sciences

Political Sciences

Social Sciences
(Economics)

8

Figure 4: The interviewees
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5.1 Studying in Germany
As the table indicates, six of the interviewed students pursued their bachelor s degree at a university
of applied s ie es a d/o did a dual deg ee. I

the se tio

Ba kg ou d I fo

atio

it

as

mentioned that universities of applied sciences offer a more practical approach than regular
universities and that dual programs are a combination of theoretical and vocational training in which
students work at a company for a salary. Five of those six students explain that in choosing a more
practical program, they were hoping to have better chances on the job market later on. They also
stress the fact that they were looking for a learning environment that would differ from what they
knew (from high school) and that they preferred doing something instead of sitting in lectures. The
three students who pursued a dual degree point out that earning their own money was the key
factor in joining the program. On this note, not having to pay tuition fees was also an incentive for
most of the interviewees to pursue their studies at AAU. S7 explains why he chose his dual program
in Germany:
I did ’t a t to take o e f o
pa e ts e ause I as self-sufficient before and I
had my own money, my own status, my own apartment and so on. Therefore, the only
solution was the [dual] studies. Otherwise I could have not been able to finance myself
(S7, p.130).
Although the p o ise of Ge

a

s u i e sities of applied s ie es lies i tea hi g stude ts

through more practical exercises and active involvement, the five students who were enrolled
experienced only half-hearted modernized approaches and mainly ex-cathedra teaching (traditional
le tu i g . “

alls this false la eli g a d e eals that he

as deepl

disappoi ted

his

institutio s tea hing approach (S9, p.186). Classic auditorium teaching in front of 100 - 250 students
see s to e the t ade a k of Ge

a

s t aditio al u i e sit s ste

as th ee of the fou stude ts

who were enrolled speak of crowded, theory-laden lectures and intense examination phases in which
memorized knowledge had to be reproduced and was subsequently forgotten. S1 says:
So much stress working towards one single day and even if the topic interests you, you
have to choke it down and then spit it out and then forget it immediately. And for the
most part, you are not forced to really reflect on it (S1, p.5).
What S1 is describing could be a direct result from restructuring the German university system
according to the Bologna Declaration. The form of teaching and assessing has been there before,
however, since the bachelor is regarded as a full training qualification, more knowledge – that used
to be scattered over five years – has been compressed and integrated into three years of education.
Eight of the informants agree that they were not able to retain knowledge from these lectures and
exams, but rather from the few written paper assignments that allowed them to reflect on what they
were learning. Especially students within the humanities/social sciences who had no vocational
training alongside their studies did not have the impression of possessing particular skills when they
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graduated. Thus, they did not feel ready to take on a job – also since the program did not prepare
them for a particular one – and applied for a master s deg ee instead. Students who describe their
bachelor education as varied (seminars, group work, excursions) speak more confidently about their
abilities: I really have the feeling that I learned a lot, in all areas. Not only technical knowledge but
also so ial skills, I as lu k e ough to do e u sio s … a d pla theat e (S8, p.151).
All students who worked at a company or at the faculty alongside their studies – which is the case for
those in the areas of engineering and business economics – felt confident enough to enter the job
market, but they also felt overqualified or bored in their jobs and developed the urge to expand their
ho izo s th ough a othe deg ee. The p ese e of Bat helo s

th ee oi es a

e dete ted i

different intensities when the informants refer to their education in Germany. Naturally, the voice of
doing is stronger within the group who pursued a degree with vocational features. But the strong
te de

to a ds

uli ia lea i g , e e at the u i e sities fo applied sciences, seems to have

repressed all of them: the epistemological voice of knowing (since the knowledge has been
forgotten), the practical voice of doing (due to ex-cathedra teaching) and the ontological voice of
becoming and being (as students were not actively reflecting on the material). S2 confirms that there
as ot

u h ti e fo

efle tio , ut that the u i e sit s a o

it a d i diffe e e to a ds

students taught her to become more self- elia t a d o ga ized: I lea ed ho

to o ga ize

things. It is not a bad thing to see the reality because in real life nobody cares about you either and it
was a good experience somehow to be thrown i to the deep e d

“ , p.

). According to the

responses, especially traditional universities pay less attention to the individual student. This is of
course, also due to the high number of students. S2 reports that her class of economics comprised
1200 members and that some lectures were be broadcasted into an additional room (S2, p.27).

5.1.1 German Professors and their Students
All of the nine interviewees describe the relationships to professors and teaching assistants as
e t e el hie a hi a d a o

ous. “ sa s: I did t ha e a elatio ship to

% of the p ofesso s. I

mean, it was the typical German student-professor relationship. Where you just do t see ea h
othe

“ , p.

. “o e stude ts also efe to the p ofesso s status a d that the i telle tual gap

between a student and a professor – paired with a large amount of students – created an
unbridgea le dista e. This ould e a ultu al e

a t fo

the God-like i age that Ge

a

professors exerted especially before the World Wars. While all the others perceive this as a major
drawback, S3 is the only informant who justifies the non-existent interaction:
You do ’t ha e o ta t to p ofesso s a d that is p ett o al. A d ou do ’t just
app oa h the , ou just do ’t do that. You ha e to e e t e el good o [you] really
want to know something. Which is okay I think, because you are not on the same
[intellectual] level and cannot communicate with them as if you were (S3, p.51).
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Although S3 seems to have internalized the role of the humble student according to Humboldt
(Anderson, 2010), her passiveness stands in contradiction with his ideas about a learning cooperation
between teacher and learner.

5.1.2 The Student Community
Four students report a much closer and collegiate atmosphere with fellow students. Having studied
within the field of humanities and engineering, they experienced a strong sense of community since
they all had to suffer under the same pressures. The other five describe a more competitive
atmosphere. S4 reports that after the Gaussian grading system which was used at her university,
students are graded in relation to the overall performance of the class which produced a taut
at osphe e. This s ste

as also espo si le fo lo e o ie s

pto s a o g the stude ts:

This eall fuelled the o petitio a o g stude ts hi h I eall did ’t like. On the other
hand, if everyone did badly you still got a good grade if you performed mediocre. You
noticed that there was some tension (S4, p.76).
She experienced this tension only in her economics classes whereas her linguistic courses were quite
the opposite which was due to a weaker sentiment of competition. S8 also reports that being
competitive was strongly connected to the discipline. While she enjoyed a collegiate atmosphere
during her cultural studies, law and business students had to put up with not only competition, but
also with blatant malevolence:
I ultu al studies … e e e e so ial, ut I hea d that pages a e ipped out of ooks
in libraries because one student wants to avoid that another student will get the same
knowledge and there is heavy competition among the students (S8, p.155).
This alarming behavior could be the logical consequence for those being assessed through the
Gaussian method: if the other students fail, the results of the individual who has performed well will
e g aded highe . All the stude ts a s e s ombined leave the impression that regardless of a
collegiate or competitive atmosphere, the main goal was to achieve a high mark in order to get
through the system: I thought everyone was pretty much on their own because that is what the
system does. Everyone tries to get away with the best mark. Because they tell you that if ou a e t
very good ou do t sta d a ha e (S1, p.6). It see s as if Naidoo s a d Ja ieso s
projection of students becoming rather passive education consumers has come true in this case. The
student has developed an external relationship to the institution trying to reach the short-term goals
of passing the exams. However, the reason for this kind of relationship lies more in the form of
teaching and assessing and not in the stude ts personal. In Germany, the students who underwent
great examination pressure were simply afraid of falling through system and of not being good
enough in the eyes of society. And although most of them paid a tuition fee around 500 Euro per
semester, no sense of entitlement to a degree (due to the financial transaction) can be found. It
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could be argued however, that the Bologna Declaration facilitated the commodification of HE and
thus i di e tl i t odu ed a fast food lea i g

e talit to German universities. This would train

the students to not invest too much effort in reflecting but rather in passing the exams. But for all
that, the interviewees were not just passive knowledge consumers as described by Naidoo and
Jamieson (2005). They felt more trapped in the system and would have appreciated the opportunity
fo

efle tio . “

lai s that

because she felt stuck in a

the ti e of he g aduatio she had tu ed i to a e ous
i ious i le

“ , p.

e k

. Yet, ot all students suffered i sile e : S8

reports that shortly after her university had restructured the system according to the Bologna
Declaration, students organized massive protests and revolted against the changes (S8, p.147).
Actions like these show that the commodification/marketization of HE does not have to result in an
indifferent, disengaged student body as suggested by Natale and Doran (2011). On the contrary, the
interviewees see their undergraduate education with critical eyes and express great concern about
the German HE system in general. This would also dissent from Bat helo s
toda s prefabricated student-image est i ts the stude t s o

assu ptio that

oi e a d o a ula .

The phenomenon of extreme competitiveness in business-related subjects (or economics) is
described by S8, S2 and S4 who were enrolled at universities which did not only undergo a
restructuring in degree systems, ut also polished up thei old i age i o de to e o e glo al
players in the HE market. Thus, there could be a connection between universities encouraging
competitiveness among students while trying to raise their own market value.
Wo ki g agai st ea h othe i stead of olla o ati g lea l atta ks Ma gi so s

do ai of

communicative association that is part of his idea of a university. It seems as if academic
elatio ships that a e g ou ded i
e path fo ea h othe

i id., p.

justi e, solida it , o passio , os opolita
a

ot e ulti ated i a highl

o petiti e e i o

tole a e a d
e t. O the

other hand, it would also be premature to doom the German HE system as anti-social as some
interviewees also report the feeling of community and solidarity among their peers. These positive
traits are more prominent within the field of the humanities and in more open study programs which
lack a certain job profile.

5.2 Studying at AAU
5.2.1 Getting used to PBL
For the largest part, the interviewees are content with their decision of having moved to Denmark in
order to study at AAU. However, adapting to new circumstances – like a different university
environment and the PBL method – has also brought about some difficulties. The biggest difference
which all of the informants experienced once enrolled at AAU was the form of learning. Eight of them
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report that they had informed themselves about PBL but did not have a concrete idea before coming
to AAU. Their decision was mainly guided by the title and content of the respective study program.
“ sa s that PBL

as a i e

o us p ese t that he had ot e pe ted “ , p.

1). Eight of the

informants also chose to apply as they were looking for a major change in academic direction which
the more rigid German system would not have allowed. S1 describes that she was specifically looking
for a diffe e t fo

of lea i g: You a t find anything like this in Germany where it is so outdated

really, and the programs are not very flexible. They sound very traditional and very rigid “ , p. ).
When it comes to accepting PBL, the students experience mixed emotions. Although the overall tone
about conducting group projects is rather positive (with one exception), all the students within the
humanities miss a firmer structure or a stronger guidance in their program. Six students mention that
the openness of the program and the lack of academic guidelines make them feel uneasy. S2 says:
I as issi g the s ie tifi o a ade i de a d so eho … , I felt left alo e, i the
sense of what you are writing here is complete bullshit. Well, not bullshit but like what
am I scientifically contributing or where are your skills or your knowledge assessed right
o ? But, ell, it as e a tl that hat I a tuall did ’t a t a
o e. But it as
difficult because I am used to structure (S2, p.35).
It is interesting how in the same interview S2 describes he self as a e ous

e k

he she

graduated from her German university but on the other hand, she feels uncomfortable with not
being assessed in the way that she is used to. She goes on that she feels embarrassed to tell her
German friends that she has only very few exams to pass. Further, she describes this achievementoriented attitude as typical for Germans and that she is trying to free herself from it (S2, p.35). A
quite similar notion can be perceived in S6. She describes her study experiences in Germany as
follo s: M
de ided to

hole p i ate life, I did ot put it o hold, it as o -existent. And that was so sad that I
ake a ha ge “ , p.

has at AAU a d sa s: I ish e had

3). However, the same student is puzzled by the free time she
o e lectures because I think people have enough time to do a

project at the side, so I think it is too mu h ti e that e ha e “ , p.

6). It seems that even though

these students admit that they could not retain the knowledge from their bachelor studies due to
excessive examinations and lectures, it still gave them the feeling of knowing something; at least for
a short while. At AAU, they might perceive the voice of doing as over-pronounced and cannot find
the connection between the doing and knowing (and eventually becoming). Apparently, some of
them do not trust in their own abilities to develop valuable knowledge and the focus on the learning
process rather than the results gives them the feeling of being lazy or not studying hard enough.
Another problem arises in the group work itself and the distribution of grades. Eight of the students
claim that up until know they felt that the main responsibility in the group was put on their
shoulde s,

ai l

e ause the

e e dissatisfied

ith thei g oup

e

es

ork approach

concerning structure, content and linguistic thoroughness. S6 says:
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[The Ge a s] push, st u tu e, f o
hat I’ e hea d. … Really, we approach it, make a
plan and say, okay, what are we doing and what is up next. [We make sure] that people
do ’t fall ehi d. [Because] we are so disciplined. This prejudice that is there is
confirming itself during project work and I think then you really realize how German you
actually are (S6, p.117).
The quote suggests that cultural aspects that were not perceived in their home country manifest
themselves intensely when working with an international group. Moreover, the strong focus on
grades in Germany puts most of the informants at unease once confronted with the grading system
at AAU. On the one hand, they claim that receiving a high mark is completely subjective as it would
depend on the strictness of the supervisor, on the other hand they feel a sense of injustice when
laz

o

eake g oup

thei o sessio

e

e s e efit f o

thei

o k. Ho e e ,

ost of the

a e a are that

ith the highest g ade is not beneficial to the learning process and that a grade per

se does not define what they have actually learned and what they have become academically. S8
says:
Problem-based is suitable because it is about the process and not the result. In Germany,
e a e taught i a a , the esult is the ost i po ta t thi g … a d ot the a that
you walk in order to get there. But even after two years I still ha e ’t uite u de stood
that it is about the process. Because for me, it is the master thesis and not the walk
towards it (S8, pp.158-61).
Despite the frustrations with other group members, the general consensus among the informants is
that through PBL the learning satisfaction is much higher and that students are actually prompted to
reflect on their work. This would happen not only through the working process but also when doing
the oral defense. However, they also point out that reflection is optional and that the system allows
fo

d aggi g people alo g “ , p.13). The informants agree that PBL contributes to an environment

of growth and reflection, but the still see

to ha e p o le s

thei t ai ed ha its ehi d. He e, Naidoo s a d Ja ieso s

ith gi i g up o t ol a d lea i g
o se atio s a

e drawn on.

Accordingly, the decrease of trust and risk-taking in research – which for them is a part of the basic
idea of a university – is a side effect of the commodification process of HE. To them, the
acknowledgement and acceptance of the possibility of failure is vital in the academic self-realization
process (ibid., p.275). Moreover, if those students with a fear of failure would try to let go of the
short-te

goal, the

ould e pe ie e Bat helo s

oi e of e o i g, the o tologi al oi e

which she is pointing out as the most important one.

5.2.2 Coping with Disappointment
In spite of the outlined difficulties, the informants who claim to have struggled display a high degree
of awareness and assimilation. The initial frustration with unequal work forces, more unpredictable
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grade outcomes, unfair grade distributions and looser structures has been compensated by focusing
on positive aspects. I te

s of o su e

eha io , so e of the stude ts e pe tatio s

e e ot

met but by modifying them and subsequently their view on their study experience at AAU, consumer
satisfaction could be established. When S9 realized that his group members were not as ambitious as
he was and that the outcome of the projects did not satisfy his knowledge needs, he started to
collaborate more with the teaching staff (S9, p.180).
S8 experienced a strong sense of injustice when she noticed that one of her group members did not
contribute to the project in the same way as she did. However, she sees the benefit for herself in
doing more work and also got around to acknowledge that everyone has different skills:
It was a process for me that I learned maybe to accept that not everyone has the same
skills. In the beginning I was really angry. You think she has to do the exact same amount
as e do … , ut I ea hed a poi t he I u de stood that it [fo atting] is very time
i te si e … and that we are actually happy that one person takes care of that (S8,
p.159).
These examples show how the students coped with their frustrations. But the second example also
exemplifies how group work supports the development of social values like tolerance, solidarity and
e path

hi h a e all i Ma gi so s

atalogue fo u i e sit ethi s a d also o pl

ith the

Humboldtian idea of collaboration in research.

5.2.3 Preparing for the Future
Whe it o es to the eal life appli atio of the PBL

odel, the stude ts espo ses a e also mixed.

All informants within the area of engineering report strong satisfaction with the perceived
applicability of the PBL approach. S8 says: When I work in a planning office then there is a traffic
planner, a t affi ps hologist a d politi ia s … so it [the

o k app oa h] is uite suita le

S8,

p.161). Interviewees who study within the humanities, however, are not sure whether PBL can be a
seen as a preparation for their future work environment. This seems to have something to do with
the athe

lu

jo p ofiles that o e alo g ith stud i g so ethi g less te h i al. “2 says that

he topi s a e still e

a st a t a d theo eti al “2, pp.37). S3 sarcastically remarks that the meta-

theories she has to apply in her projects have never helped her to solve any real problems (S3, pp.5556). Here, there is a contradiction between the demands that some of the students seem to have.
One example is S8, who claims that she would like to be prepared for a job, but on the other hand
she says: if I a ted to get p epa ed fo the o ki g o ld I ould do an apprenticeship and not go
to u i e sit

“ , p.

3). All i all, it appea s that the

o e jo -tailo ed a stud p og a

is, the

higher the satisfaction with PBL. Its acceptance also strongly depends on the experiences the
students have made so far. S9 and S3 are extremely disappointed when it comes to the engagement
of their team members. S3 reports that she is usually doing all the work by herself, mainly because
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she has lost the trust in others and the teams cannot cope with the difference in work approaches:
It [the atmosphere] gets worse because at some point people hate each other. When you have to
e

ite ou

hole p oje t e ause ou fail e ause so eo e heated [plagia ized]

sees this as a pe fe t efle tio of the

o ki g

do t appl the sel es: Of ou se, I get a
ell

“ , p.

o ld

“ , p. 1). S6

he e she takes the i itiati e

o ed ut I k o that s ho it is i the

hile othe s

orking world as

6). These examples show that group work also creates hostility and can be perceived

as counterproductive by the individual. Nevertheless, all informants agree that the collaboration with
different personalities – even though challenging – helps them in developing better soft skills and the
u de sta di g of othe people s opi io s a d that most of the times, results in a better end product.
From this pe spe ti e, Gould s

de a d that HE should train the individual to become more

empathetic and to develop social values is clearly met.

5.2.4 The Teaching Staff and Atmosphere at AAU
Overall, the students appreciate a collegiate and non-competitive atmosphere at AAU as opposed to
their learning environment in Germany. This satisfaction is also connected to the relationship with
the teaching and administrative staff at AAU. All students describe the contact to professors and
teaching assistants as very informal, laid-back and refreshing. To them, this has not so much to do
with the PBL style as it has with Danish culture. Most of them cannot see this kind of student-teacher
relationship in Germany because of the difference in basic attitudes and an overall formal and
humble contact with authority figures. S6 says that AAU professors are very interested in her learning
advancement and that they are always willing to engage in a dialogue with her (S6, p.119). In
contrast, she describes the relationship to her professors in Germany as follows:

They wanted to

thrust their knowledge on us but whether you understood it or not did not matter to them. They get
paid either way

S6, p.119). A o di g to “ s des iptio s, the f ie dl

elatio ship to her

supervisors at AAU enhance her learning process and development. Furthermore, she feels much
more respected and her opinions are more valued than in Germany. Regardless whether this is due
to a certain teaching style or due to cultural features (anyhow, they are probably connected), the
student-teacher relationships at AAU conform to the Humboldtian ideal: the teacher and the learner
share the common interest of advancing knowledge in collaboration based on mutual respect. The
German teaching style as S6 describes it can e o pa ed to Ca di al Ne

a s objective of simply

diffusing knowledge instead of advancing it. However, S1, S8, and S9 also point out the downsides of
a personal relationship. They fear that their supervisors are not harsh enough when judging their
o k as the
odest

ould ot like to

iti ize too

u h. O e agai , the as i e this f ie dli ess a d

to Da ish ultu al alues (S1, S8 and S9, p.16, p.154 and p.178). At this point, it almost
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seems as if students that are used to not being entitled to thei o

a ade i opi io

do ot t ust

in the quality of their work.
Another aspect frequently coming up in the conversation is the service mentality at AAU. All of the
students emphasize that they have felt very welcomed and looked after by the university staff from
day one (p.12, p.87, p.119, p.168). According to the informants, the feeling of being wanted has a
strong impact on their generally positive attitude towards their studies at AAU.
Eight of the nine students display a very high level of satisfaction and do not regret their decision of
joining AAU. Most difficulties stem f o

the diffe e es to

hat the

e e used to i Ge

a

–

regardless if they were satisfied or not. The main coping mechanism in terms of ambivalent
consumer behavior is modification. Only one student (S3) expresses a high degree of dissatisfaction.
This can be led back to negative experiences with group work and the sentiment of unfairness on the
part of her supervisors. Nonetheless, she is not dropping out (which would equal to non-purchase or
return in consumer terms), but pursuing her master s degree. On the one hand, her elaborations
show clear signs of resignation and on the other hand, she is also modifying her expectations:
although she did not enjoy the experie e, she is at least e ei i g a deg ee “ , p. 5).

5.3 An Academic Career
5.3.1 Picking the Path
Whe asked h the de ided to pu sue a a ade i

a ee afte

G

asiu

high s hool i the

first place, all the informants answer that it was either self-evident or that they did not have a
concrete image of what they wanted to do. In the latter case, they thought that a broad theoretical
study program would leave room for development and inspiration. Seven of the nine students come
from an academic family background and state that enrolling at a HE institution was an established
fact that was neither questioned nor talked about. It appears as if belonging to a certain social class –
which highly values HE – already set the course for most students who either did not feel they had a
hoi e o

ee

he felt p essu ed

oti ated to e o e a
his e i o

o e ade uate

e t espe iall

e

e of this so ial g oup. “

e ause he did ot do

epo ts that

ell i high s hool: Fo

e,

the pressure was pretty big to begin an academic career because the largest part of my family did
a d the e pe tatio s e e the e

“ , p.

1). However, he also says that he longed for the student

life that he could observe through his older brother (S9, p.172). Just like him, half of the students
describe that they perceived the student life as particularly attractive and associated it with social
interaction and independence. According to Bogle s a d “o e h s

t polog , these

oti es

can be classified as collegiate ones. Students who engaged with engineering and business-related
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studies in their bachelor s degree describe motives that are more instrumental, especially in
comparison to those who have taken up a program within the humanities. Scholastic motives can
only be sporadically detected when the informants talk about their bachelor s degree. However,
those motives which a e o

e ted to the pu e thi st of k o ledge fla e up

o e i te sel

he

they speak about their master studies. Seven of them regard their master s degree as a second
chance and as an opportunity to change directions in their careers. S2 and S6 report that after their
dual business-degrees, they felt a great urge to move away from the profit-oriented, competitive
workplace and needed to engage in something more fun a d idealisti . “ utte s that after
graduating from high school her focus was on a highly-paid job but now she wants to do something
that she likes a d something that is good and right and

akes se se “ , p.

3).

There is a general notion among the students that they did not want to extend the field of
knowledge from their bachelor education but turned to a ds a su je t the a e eall i te ested i
or passionate about instead. Only S9, who switched from political sciences to a more businessrelated field states that he became worried about his future and therefore wanted to acquire skills
that are needed by the industry (S9, p.183 . He e, “ s

oti es ha e shifted f o

ollegiate a d the

need of conforming to his surroundings (which Bogler and Somech (2002) have not listed specifically)
to purely instrumental.
Some of the students did not only feel the pressure to enroll at university but also in regards to
which study program they had to choose. “ sa s: „F o
so ethi g that ould e o

etel t a sfe ed i to a jo

pa e ts I al ead k e that I should pick
“ , p.2). Without their parents directly

telling them, the external pressures the rest of the students describe are linked to general
sentiments within society. After studying social work in her bachelor s degree, S3 decided to switch
to a different program in her master studies. Although she enjoyed the work itself, the lack of
monetary and non-monetary recognition in German society brought her to study a program with a
o e i p essi e title “ , p.69 . “he e lai s: I as p ett good ut the I ealized ou do t ea
anything (S3, p.45 … so ial

o k, I

ea the deg ee, is much depreciated in Germany. You are

so eho that st eet o ke , like hate e , a o e ould do it “ , p.69). All students appear to be
quite aware of the (perceived) status that their field of study has in society. Only at the end of the
interview, S7 reveals that his bachelor s degree has a different title that could be made fun of by
other people:
I always said that I study industrial engineering science but the discipline is actually
alled Fa ilit Ma age e t . Wh a e ’t ou laughi g? … You a des i e the fa ility
manager as a better janitor if you put it in a negative way (S7, p.143).
Also S3 perceives jobs that do not require a university education as ot as app e iated i so iet : If I
sa that I a

doi g a app e ti eship to e o e a hai d esse … that is ot that ool. I eall ha e to
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ad it it. But

he I sa I stud

…

o , that is really cool

“ , p.

). It is remarkable how most

stude ts des i e that the dislike so iet s deg adatio of e tai p ofessio s o stud fields, ut a e
at the same time an active part of it and confirm their observations through their own comments.
While all of the informants agree that studying law or medicine has a much higher status in society,
most of them feel that there is a sense of wrongness or shallowness to value a person according to
their profession. They emphasize that, first and foremost, the profession needs to make the
individual happy and not society. Nonetheless, it seems as if this happiness cannot be felt without
the (non-)monetary recognition from society. S2 admits that although she dislikes the pressures and
judgments from others, she cares for prestige and that she would want her children to thrive in HE as
ell: I guess I a

a it s o

ish afte all “ , p. 2).

First of all, the strong recognition of older disciplines like law and medicine seems to be a remnant of
the elite u i e sit e a when university students were mainly trained to fill in position with high
social responsibility. S1 says that her parents would be much more relaxed about her future if she
would have chosen a career in law or medicine (S1, p.20). S6 turns this high appreciation into
something negative and claims that people who study law or business would not be interested in the
subjects but only in high salaries later on (S6, p.114).
On the one hand, some of the stude ts o plai a out the so iet s stig atization of certain jobs or
study fields, but on the other hand, there is a stigmatization they exercise on their own part,
especially with those professions or disciplines they opted against in their master s deg ee. Doi g
whatever a money-driven society tells ou to do is see as ge e all

egati e, ut the a a e ess of

it does not take the student out of the equation. It seems as if being aware of stigmas and expressing
dislike does ot ha ge the fa t that the i te ie ee s pe so al opi io s a e still shaped by a
collective sentiment. After all, students like S3 abandoned her idea of becoming a social worker as
German society does not think highly of them. The construction of her identity happens under the
scrutiny of society and although aware and not pleased, she cannot withdraw herself. Just like in
Hall s

ide tit defi itio , the i di idual s ide tit is still su je t to the su ou di gs a d the

su ou di g s ea tio s. Ho e e , this

ight e o l o e of the easo s ehi d he de isio to quit

social work.

5.3.2 The Student Identity
All of the interviewees strongly identify with being a student or living an academic life. This
o se atio goes

ell

ith Belk s

theo

of the e te ded self th ough o su ptio . Bei g a

student is an integral part of their identity that they have consciously chosen by enrolling at a HE
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institution. Although they are all more or less passionate about the knowledge they gain, another
important goal is to attain the degree and thus have a different status. S6 says:
I mean when you introduce yourself, the first thing you say is what you study or what
your job is. That means you define yourself through your job or what you study. You
define yourself, especially in Germany, through your profession and I think it is a social
pressure that you do something that makes you successful because then people see you
differently, too (S6, p.114).
S8 claims that it has not always been like that and that students with the short-term goal of collecting
a degree as fast as possible are nurtured by international competition and counterproductive
efo

s: It [u i e sit ] has d asti ally changed through the Bologna P o ess … a university is not

built on traditional values anymore but a university is a clearly defined period of time in your life in
hi h ou olle t e tifi ates

“ , p.

4). In the eyes of the informants, there is an overall trend

to a ds fast food HE which would signify the negligence of Bat helo s

ost i po ta t

ontological voice. However, they stress that they morally disapprove and count themselves to those
that long for critical thinking and t ue knowledge expansion. Or at least, they would like to be
among the latter. It appears as if they were torn between the short-term goal and the long-term
goal, whereas the long-term goal of becoming a well-rounded individual serving society is the one
they want to identify with more. Yet, the being and becoming is not traceable through exam
performances – which is what they are used to – and therefore very difficult to grasp for them. In all
of them, there is a great effort visible in trying to reconcile monetary and prestige-related goals with
idealistic or moral aspirations. S9 says:
It is difficult to tell you the real truth [about why I study] and not what I wish would be
the t uth. I still [apa t f o doi g so ethi g good ] a t o e that hate e I do has
economic revenue, because I also believe that when you play the game you can change a
lot more than as if you said, okay, I reject this and isolate myself (S9, p.187).
“ poi ts out that o ada s, if ou a t to ha e a p o isi g a ee , the i e house
the

o pa

a , ou

eed to ha e a master s deg ee “ , p.

the lake o

0). He also states, however, that a

career in engineering does not only have financial incentives but that at AAU, he can combine them
ith g ee thi ki g . Hence, he feels like he is helping the environment and pushing society into the
right direction through green energy planning and sustainable resource management (S7, p.140).
What he describes appears to be the ideal future for all of the students: doing (social) good and
earning enough money to live in above-average comfort. Nonetheless, they are also afraid that these
are two demands that cannot always be combined. Apparently, especially those students who are
e olled i a su je t ithi the hu a ities a d a e ot as de a ded

the i dust

are stressing

the fact that they are engaged in a subject that makes them happy and that will help other people in
the long run. They even put themselves above those that pick a university career for purely
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instrumental reasons. Alongside, those interviewees in engineering and sciences who perceive that
they have better job opportunities and good financial compensation try to distance themselves from
the instrumental motives and point out the positive moral attributes of their subjects. S7 points out
the environmental aspect in his engineering program and business student S9 claims that immoral
o du t ould o l

e ha ged f o

the i side

“ , “ , p.

0, p.187). Here, it shows how all the

students cope with two different demands from society. The first one, having a prestigious, wellpaying job that is needed by the industry and the second one, ei g fulfilled

o e s p ofession and

doing social good at the same time. The first humanities group feels a need to justify why it chose
interest or happiness over attractive career options. The second engineering/business group feels a
need to stress that their motives are not purely money-driven but can have a very positive effect on
society as well. S9 harshly criticizes so iet s different demands and refers to them as h po iti al .
In his eyes, society tells people to love what they do, but on the other hand, it also tells them what to
do. His solutio is that people ha e to fi d thei o
stude ts

a

“ , p.

7). Taken this into account, the

ight e elu ta t to adopt fi ished ide tit pie es as suggested

Dittmar (2007) and are in fact looking for a

authe ti

Bat helo

a d

a ade i ide tit .

All the interviewees agree that in the first place everybody should study what they are interested in.
The

iti ize stude ts that just

a t to get a deg ee fo

those that are too idealisti a d d ea

a d thus, a

li

i g up the so ial ladde , ut also

ot o t i ute to the i p o e e t of

society. S1 says:
I do ’t a t to li e i a o ld he e people stud e ause of so e ideals, e ause the
want to save the world or because they only live in their heads. It is too idealized these
days and maybe that is why we are having this discussion. Because it is idealized when
you are intellectual, when you are a professor… There is a clear hierarchy and therefore a
lot of people study to find a place a little higher in the hierarchy (S1, p.18).
I this e e pt, “ atta ks t o ki ds of people: people ho a t to sa e the o ld a d people ho
study in order to achieve a higher social status. This example shows that the perfect combination for
S1 (and most others) includes genuine interest in the subject that is not money or status-driven and
also the desire to apply the learned knowledge to the society for improving it. None of the
i te ie ees fit i to this pe fe t

old

hi h the a e

o e o less a a e of.

5.3.3 Expectations from a University
On the one hand, the students experience demands from society that are difficult to live up to and
o the othe ha d, the ha e high e pe tatio s a d diffe e t de a ds he it o es to the ideal
u i e sit . All of the

ag ee that the ability to think critically and to deal with abstract knowledge

should be the main focus and few of them stress the importance of personal development and
character building. The latter is much more emphasized among the humanities camp. S9 thinks that
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human development should be a by-product of a university education, however, he also declares
that students should not be trained to fit into a certain mold but that there should be plenty of room
for developing vast abilities and competencies with special attention to ecological, social and
economic problems (S9, p.184). The informants stress how important it is to gain a firm theoretical
background but at the same time, they stress the importance of applying the knowledge to a real life
context. According to Bat helo s

defi itio , the informants long to develop their

epistemological, ontological and practical voice in more or less equal parts. The ontological voice is
either indirectly mentioned as a by-product or seems to be self-implied. As mentioned before, the
oi e of ei g a d e o i g is a difficult one to grasp fo the stude ts. ‘easo s like I
k o

so ethi g o

like I

a t to

I

e a d

a t to do so ethi g a e

u h

a t to

o e ta gi le a d plausi le tha a reason

e o e . This ould be, as Batchelor (2008) describes it, due to the

u i e sities muting of the ontological voice which would then be projected onto the students. But it
could also be that it is too complex for the individual to define as the students find themselves in the
iddle of de elopi g thei a ade i ide tit a d the

ei g a d e o i g . Afte all, a o di g to

Taylor (2008) and Quigley (2011), academic identity is under constant construction and a constantly
shifting target. Therefore, it might be difficult for the students to take a snap shot and present their
u e t stage to so e od . Whe asked ho

the ha e ha ged si e thei e oll e t at a HE

institution they name different academic and also social competencies. The main emphasis lies on
fighti g th ough the s ste

, ealizi g

hat the a e eall i te ested i a d e o i g

oe

independent, taking on the role of a grown-up. S5 says that during his dual program, he did not
experience a personal gain through university lectures but rather through practical work (S5, p.102).
S9 stresses that the competitive environment in his former studies forced him to learn how to
present himself best and how to stand out (S9, p. 179). Those students who were more satisfied with
their bachelor program in terms of the teaching and learning environment also report to have gained
the most from their education. S8, who enjoyed a mix between a theoretical and practical approach
is the most satisfied and states that she has developed a solid foundation in technical and social
areas (S8, pp.151-152). From her descriptions, the epistemological and the practical voice seem to
have a healthy balance and the ontological one can be detected whenever she talks about her skills
to abstract and think critically which, according to her, also affected her personality and the way she
approaches others and new knowledge. It seems as if the ontological voice thrives through the
knowing and the doing, if both are done in a critical manner. And all of the students stress that the
critical attitude is something they would like to see developed in a university context. While they are
claiming that this is something they strive to do (or are doing), they also point out that there is a
general tendency of avoiding this critical attitude among peers. Next to blaming the transforming
university system, the majority states that it is up to the individual to adopt a critical learning attitude
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because it represents a conscious choice that a university can support but not force onto a student.
However, they all ag ee that e e t ha ges ha e
th ough the s ste

ithout gai i g

ade it easie fo stude ts to just ei g pushed

iti al i -depth perspectives on knowledge and society. S2

utters:
Generally it is a good development that they are trying to align [education]
internationally. [But] I have the feeling that they are trying to usher people through the
system [like cattle] in order to produce as many graduates as possible that learn
everything in high speed fo spitti g it out…(S2, p.38).
All informants strongly lean towards a more practical approach in learning and eight in nine heavily
criticize the classical teaching and assessing methods they know from Germany. Yet, they also stress
the importance of a good theoretical foundation that can only be acquired through lectures and
a

i g . “

alls it a i

e se task that HE institutions have to fulfill (S9, p.185). According to

“ , a u i e sit should p o ide the theo eti al o st u t

ut the he adds that the k o ledge

gained in a university is of no use if stude ts do ot k o ho to t a sfe it i to the

eal o ld “ ,

p.104). S4 is following a similar thought process and says:
I think actually critical thinking is more important. I mean, of course, also theory but
critical thinking overall and sure, he ou fi d a jo the ou should ’t e fo used o
critical thinking only, but maybe with 60% and with 40% real doing (S4, p.94).
Eight in nine students state that a practical learning approach guarantees the best outcome and most
of them complain about the la k of
affi

eal life appli atio

i the lassi al app oa h. But later on, they

that a u i e sit s task is ot to e uip the stude ts ith p a ti al tools fo a e tai jo . The ,

they all agree, a person would have to take up an apprenticeship and not go to university.
Appa e tl , so e of the stude ts de a ds a e o t adi ti g ea h other, or at least all of the
informants a e i o e

a o a othe looki g fo a pe fe t h

critical thinking and doing. This would

id

et ee gai i g k o ledge,

ea that the a e i di e tl a a e of Bat helo s

three voices and that they find her development ideal within HE app op iate. If

e take Quigle s

(2011) definition of academic identity, then the forming of academic epistemologies signifies just as
much to the students as the academic ontology, or how they come to be, even though the latter can
only be detected indirectly. All the informants see themselves as critical thinkers who are studying
with dedication and interest (at least in their current program). Yet, they also describe the shift of
academic values that Naidoo and Jamieson (2005) refer to. The students hold the Bologna Reform,
the isi g o petiti e ess, so iet s idealizatio of a ade i s a d fast food edu atio

espo si le

for this transformation. They also clearly notice and condemn the shift from independent traditional
university practices towards business oriented practices in both Germany and Denmark. However,
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their negative opinion about universities being more and more influenced by economic powers does
not always influence their stance on university marketing.

5.4 University Marketing
When asked how they found their German university for their bachelor s degree, most of the
informants claim that they more or less knew the institution beforehand through word of mouth.
T o of the

elied o Ge

a

s offi ial “tudie füh e , a stud guide p o ided

the Fede al

Employment Office listing all existing study options within the country. Three of them also mention
the most popular Ge

a u i e sit

a ki g f o

the

agazi e DIE )EIT a d o e got i tou h ith

his university through an education fair. All students confirm that there were no visible
advertisements that drew their attention to a certain HE institution. Six out of nine also picked a
university that was in or very close to their home region. Finding AAU for a master program was
usually preceded by the wish for studying abroad. The high majority claims that they would not have
had the option for a change in academic direction in Germany and therefore got used to the idea of
studying abroad. Five students found their master program at AAU through using a search engine
typing in the program that they were looking for. Furthermore, two students point out publications
by AAU that got their attention and another two were referred to the university through a personal
contact.

5.4.1 Higher Education Marketing in Germany
The o se atio that Ge
usto e s as othe

a u i e sities a e ot as a ti el

ou t ies a

a keti g the sel es to pote tial

e edis o e ed i the stude ts des iptio s. Espe iall

o pa ed

to AAU, all of them confirm that there is a strong sense of corporate identity and that university
branding efforts are present all over town.
Referred to Germany, all informants associate HE advertisements or marketing efforts with unknown
institutions, high tuition fees, business-related studies or online courses. They also see a strong
connection to very job-oriented study profiles. Some of them say that for traditional and reputable
German universities it would be unthinkable to advertise for education programs and to present
themselves in an attractive light through marketing/advertising:
When somebody is advertising then there is a certain intention behind that. And at
Humboldt [University] or the FU [Freie Universität Berlin] the offer speaks for itself. The
reputation of the research institution speaks for itself and they [universities] are not
dependant on any advertisements (S9, p.175).
It turns out, however, that some of the more traditional universities in Germany have been
undergoing a tremendous effort to market themselves in a more modern and attractive way. S4
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reports a recent complete image change of her former university and its increasing involvement with
private companies. The marketing efforts a e li ited to

a keta le su je ts within economics:

They did marketing not only for students but also for corporations. We had a House of
Fi a e
ith a Commerzbank room and a Sparkassen room [money institutions in
Germany]. I find marketing to this extent very concerning because frankly, neutrality is
completely spoiled and if it is targeted at students then it should be for all disciplines and
not for certain subjects in which they want to prove excellence (S4, p.74).
He e, “ ott s

e osio of ou da ies et ee the a ade i a d e o o i sphe e has lea l

take pla e. A d also Naidoo s a d Ja ieso s

o e s

a ifest the sel es i this ase. The

particular university has adopted business practices and lost its independency from economic forces:
it does not only advertise for itself but is offering its own space as an advertising platform to their
sponsors. All of the informants stress that they would strongly prefer a HE institution that is not
influenced by economic powers. S2 says that HE as the last astio

efo e it had to

o do

to market principles (S2, p.26). According to her, being dependent on external powers, results in a
loss of independent thinking (S2, p.38).

Not only S4, but also S8 reports a drastic image

transformation that her home university went through. The need to apply extensive marketing
strategies was accompanied by an expansion of the economics department and heavy cutbacks on
the u i e sit s pedagogi al p ograms which used to be the institution s t ade a k. “he sa s:
We live in a globalized [world] and everything is becoming neoliberal and I think that a
university should not become neoliberal because education is still free and should not be
privatized and the Humboldtian ideal should prevail. And I think it is scary that
universities are turned into companies, more and more and everywhere in the world.
That the university now has to compete and that human capital is worth so much. I am
really critical towards this process that cannot be stopped. That is the trend, the business
trend (S8, pp.148-149).
Since the transformation process at her university was not a smooth transition, S8 and her fellow
stude ts e e o f o ted ith d asti

ha ges a d thus, tu i g u i e sit i to a usi ess

as a

often discussed topic. It has to be remembered, however, that S8 is also the only informant who
experienced such extensive e- a di g effo ts at a Ge

a u i e sit .

5.4.2 AAU: The Positive Effects of Marketing
Those students who experienced negative emotions connected to university marketing (rising
competition, privatizations, and business-like practices) also have a more critical stance on HE
marketing and do not find it appropriate. The rest of the students however, point out the positive
aspects that university marketing could have and comment positively on AAU s marketing efforts. S3
mentions that due to a wider range of subjects, the marketing of study programs is absolutely
essential in order to get noticed by potential students. However, she stresses that it should only
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inform the public and refrain from populist
That u i e sit
p a ti es

a keti g does

ot

o e -fo used p o ises to futu e stude ts “ , p.

e essa il ha e a thi g to do

ut that it a a tuall se e as a good a to i fo

ith u ethi al

is also suppo ted

.

usi ess

“ :

I do ’t see it like that to e ho est [that u i e sities should sta a a f o
a keti g].
Actually, it is the exact other way around. If universities sell themselves well it can be a
good thing. I mean if it would be just about this elitist standard, how could new unknown
universities get any attention? That would be impossible. Then we would be stuck with
the same old conservative procedures (S5, p.99).
Subsequently, he adds that universities should sell themselves in a fair and realistic way and not
promise something they cannot keep (S5, p.99). If the

a keti g is do e ight the – according to

S5 and S3 and Gibbs (2008) – a university can inform students about their mission and concept.
Thereby, it can reach students that represent a good match and also manage expectations. Just like
Gibbs (2008), S5 indirectly suggests that a university could learn from the business world and leave
its conservative and aloof personality behind.
While all of the stude ts ag ee that a
Ge

a

s

ode

a keti g app oa h ould ot sit ight

ost t aditio al u i e sities, the pe ei e it as so ethi g positi e i

ith so e of

elatio to AAU. I

thei e es, AAU s ide tit as a young institution with an alternative approach to learning can easily be
combined with a modern marketing approach. To them, this combination seems believable and
authe ti ,

he eas a

a keti g st ateg

old-fashio ed t aditio al Ge

a u i e sit that is t i g to pi k up a

ould o e a oss as t i g too ha d a d fa i al. It is i po ta t to

e tio

that the students are also aware of the fact that some universities need to market themselves in
order to survive in a competitive world. The students des i e AAU s o po ate ide tit as e down-to-earth and friendly, non-elitist a d espo d athe positi el
seriously affects ou

ai

hi h the

to the sloga

Lea i g

e e already familiar with before the interviews (see

Background Information). They perceive the image that AAU portrays to the outside as honest and
adequate to the experiences they have had at AAU. The slogan is described as original and funny by
most of the informants. However, S9 finds it too informal and too bold for a HE institution. It reminds
hi

of a hees

ale da ph ase a d he states that it p o a l

ould ot

ake e ough of a

scientific and elitist impression if shown to his friends in Germany (S9, p.181). In his opinion, the very
friendly tone could evoke the wrong impression if used in Germany. S3 makes the sarcastic remark
that those people who are serious about studying and pursuing HE would be fully aware of what
edu atio

ill do to thei

ai

e ause the su el

ha e studied o e efo e i thei life “ , p. 1).

These two remarks aside, it seems as if it does not so much depend on the tone of the marketing
messages but whether it comes across as informative and authentic.
In Germany, most of the students were not exposed to extensive HE marketing. The few students
that were, however, connect a negative sentiment to it. Since they are not used to seeing universities
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(that they would pick) advertising, they doubt whether they would have paid attention to an AAU
ad . On a more positive note, seven out of nine per ei e AAU s f ie dl to e, its
and the strong identification with the it as so ethi g
the poste s, ads a d ideos that the

ha e see

a keti g effo ts

ef eshi g a d lika le. The also lai

that

efle t AAU s spi it a d tea hi g app oa h

adequately. Although some students point out that they are concerned about the rising
entanglement of the industry and universities in Germany, they do not express the same in
connection with AAU. This is quite interesting since AAU is openly cooperating with businesses when
it comes to the education of their students and research activities. After all, this difference in
perception can be led
go e

e t hile Ge

a

a k to De

a k s u i e sities

ei g p edo i a tl

fu ded

the

s u i e sities e o d a g o i g depe dency on third-party funds.

All students point out that they missed a certain service when they studied in Germany. In fact, even
when paying the relatively low tuition fee, they did not feel entitled to any kind of service. To that
effect, they were all positively surprised when they experienced a strong service mentality at AAU. It
almost seems as if not having to pay a tuition fee at AAU, a high quality service was not expected at
all. S3 points out that the more she would have to pay for her education, the more she would expect
a certain service (S3, p.70). S8 agrees:
If I pa fo so ethi g the I e pe t a se i e. A d si e I do ’t pa he e [at AAU] this is
the i i g of the ake. I de ided to o e he e a d I did ’t k o
hat’s goi g o he e a d I
was looking forward to the education, but I was positively surprised that someone
actually cares about me here (S8, p.169).
Also the rest of the students feel extremely welcome and wanted at AAU which contributes to a
positive learning atmosphere and influences their whole stay in Aalborg. S8 predicts that the nice
t eat e t of stude ts a d the fa t that o e is
a d thus, att a t

ot just a u

e

ut a eal pe so

o e stude ts i the lo g u . Fu the , she adds: F o

thi k the a e doi g a p ett good jo

ill get a ou d

a ta ti al pe spe tive I

“ , p. 68).

Apparently, the need to recruit more students which leads to stronger marketing efforts can result in
a more service oriented mentality at a HE institution. In this case – and according to their own
descriptions – it does ot see

to ha

the stude ts, as p oposed

so e theo ists a d as see

from the examples of German universities, but it actually has positive effects on the learning and
research environment. On the one hand, students are treated as customers, but on the other hand
they are still encouraged to contribute to the product. It can be assumed that this also cultivates
consumer satisfaction and helps the students to cope with dissatisfaction and thus, facilitates in
modifying expectations. Once again, Gibbs (2008) speculations about the positive effects of
competition in the HE marketplace can be drawn on. In the next section, these and all the other
findings are discussed and put into context. Afterwards, the conclusion is drawn, followed by the last
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section ‘e o

e datio s .

6 Discussion
Opposed to the introduced theories that are all written from the perspective of scholars observing
transformations in the HE landscape, this research gives voice to the central subject of the
discussion: the student. Although many aspects mentioned by the theorists could be rediscovered in
the i fo

a ts ela o atio s, the

A ge e al te de

eed to e elati ized ithi the f a e of a iti al dis ussio .

to a ds fast food deg ees a d the eglige e of the stude ts o tologi al oi e

were clearly reflected in the interviews. However, to blame the marketing of HE for this
phenomenon would be too simple. Apparently, marketing can be used as a tool to inform students
about study programs and to present an authentic image of the institution without selling out to
unethical business principles and/or losing established academic values. AAU seems to be a fairly
good example: although the German students are not used to this kind of market communication or
have experienced it as very negative in their home country, the des i e AAU s ad e tise e t a d
branding efforts as mainly successful and sympathetic. In contrast, the marketing efforts by German
institutions, as described by the participants, have a rather money-oriented appeal that does not sit
right with the idea of a university. This could be led back to AAU mainly being supported by
governmental funds, while German universities have a much higher dependency on third-party
funds. Hence, the relationship between the business and the educational world is not primarily based
on training and educational cooperation as in the case of AAU, but it comes with strong financial
e ta gle e ts a d i te ests. A o di g to Bou dieu s

ela o atio s, the a ade i

apital of

some of the German universities has been laden with economic assets which resulted in the e osio
of a ade i

apital a d the alo izatio of e o o i

apital (Naidoo & Jamieson, 2005, p.271). This

shift is also felt by the students. Yet, it is uestio a le
p o ess has tu ed i to a
fees as Naidoo a d Ja ieso

hethe the use- alue of the edu atio al

e ha ge- alue th ough the o
, p.

odifi atio of p og a s a d tuitio

lai . If e take a lose look at ho the elite u i e sit

from the past is described and what was said by the students who are not paying tuition fees, there
is – and has always been – an exchange value, even though not necessarily in a monetary sense. In
the f a e of Belk s

) theory of the extended self, the possession of a university degree which

can comprise the certificate itself or knowledge and special skills, extends the identity of a person
and grants him or her a certain status and social recognition. This recognition and prestige goes way
back to the beginning of the university (see status of German professors) and seems to be one of the
main underlying reasons why the informants started an academic career. In this light, studying at a
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university has always been closely connected to consuming a product. Making this product accessible
to more people, clearly defining its content and its value for the industry – and in some cases asking
for money in return – has possibly underlined the consumption aspect as it resembles the
consumption of other more tangible commodities.
Taking AAU as an example, the real problem seems to be not the marketing of study programs itself,
but how it is executed, which financial dependencies are involved and how international competition
is handled by the government and institutions. In Germany, the transition to the Bachelor-Mastersystem and monetary entanglements with private companies have created a counterproductive and
o petiti e lea i g e i o

e t a d thus the

ad

etaph si s that Gould

e tio s

(p.454). Fear of failing, cramming knowledge without reflection and removing pages from library
books in order to keep others from learning are the opposite of what academic ethics try to ensure.
The findings also show that those German universities that tend to be more traditional in their
teaching style – regardless if they make use of marketing practices – are not necessarily perceived as
ette

o

o e ethical learning institutions. On the contrary, the students report a very low

satisfaction when it comes to the (lack of) interaction with the teaching staff and the actual value
drawn from lectures and examinations. One could argue that the high pressure on German students
and the rising competitive atmosphere was intensified by the Bologna Reform. After all, the reform
was also based on the intention to make European universities more competitive in the international
a ket. As a esult, a t aditio al
desig ed fo

k o ledge i

ulk

esult-oriented teaching and assessment style that was not
o se ed the learning conditions in Germany considerably. The

distant student-teacher relationship on the other hand is probably due to historical and cultural
reasons. A general more social-oriented mentality in Danish culture is also held responsible for the
close cooperation between students and teachers at AAU which is even enforced through the PBL
method.
The findings also reveal that a more job-oriented, practical education as in the case of AAU neither
de alues the o tologi al oi e, o does it suppo t sho t-te

is

a o g the stude ts. O the

contrary, the students experience a more active way of discovering new knowledge and are
encouraged to reflect critically on their own projects. This process of self-realization and of being and
becoming an academic seems to be entirely up to the student. AAU offers the space and the
possibilities as it seems, but according to the informants, not all students are making full use of it.
Maybe this also represents PBL s biggest weakness: the lack of pressure for unmotivated students
due to a highl i depe de t lea i g e i o

e t. Fu the , it is diffi ult to

o t ol ho

u h ea h

individual students has actually contributed. These are issues that AAU has to address in the future.
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The transition from the classical teaching method to PBL was welcomed by the German students;
however, most of them struggled with the independency of the learning process. It appears as if the
a

i g of k o ledge a d the f e ue t e a i atio s

eated a

illusio

of k o ing something.

Although all of the students confirm that they can learn more and better through PBL, they are still in
the ha it of ei g tested a d lea i g k o ledge
Fo so e, this

eates a u eas feeli g of

hea t hi h the

ight

iss stud i g at AAU.

ot doi g o lea i g e ough .

The reasons why the informants have taken up an academic career vary from student to student.
Clearly, there is a mix between scholastic, instrumental and collegiate motives with dominating
scholastic motives in their master studies. Another motive that is only indirectly implied in
i st u e tal easo s and could be detected among some students is the need to conform to
external/parental demands. The need to belong to a certain social class and being recognized as an
intellectual member of society often appear to be more important than monetary rewards. All of the
informants describe a growing tendency towards a money-driven society that values certain kinds of
knowledge more than others and an increase of students who stud
Natale s a d Do a s

fo the

o g easo s .

o se atio that subjects within the humanities might be undermined

and that students are torn between self-development and the need to have marketable skills
(p.188) could be detected as well. The need to reconcile between societ s a d i te al de a ds
leads them to make compromises in their academic choices. Further, there is also a tendency to
justif these hoi es depe di g o the

ei g pe ei ed as too idealisti

o too

o e -d i e

others. The informants seem to be very self-aware of their surroundings and are critical towards the
u i e sit s alues, so iet s de a ds, thei o

alues a d ho

u h the ha e to

odif those i

o de to su eed . But e e though the had the impression that their studies were very gradefocused, they cannot be called a passive student body as described by Natale and Doran (2011) and
Naidoo and Jamieson (2005). This image depicts the student who without any awareness accepts the
circumstances that universities have created due to economic incentives. However, the informants
do not feel comfortable i the ole of the shallo

o su e

or in taking on finished identities

(Batchelor 2008), but long for self-development and inspiration for critical thinking. Their strong
engagement with the subject and their interest in their current program show that apart from the
underlying wish to belong to a certain social class, they are genuinely interested in expanding
knowledge. In the presented theo ies the autho s egle t looki g at the p o le

fo

the stude t s

perspective. The student comes across as part of a rather robotic mass that is accepting the
circumstances without resisting or complaining. Just like Gibbs (2008) points out, pursuing a degree is
always about the full experience which is comprised of many different variables. Depending on their
negative or positive quality, students use them to balance out and to modify their expectations in
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order to achieve consumer satisfaction. Furthermore, they are quite reflective about and aware of
these modification processes. On the one hand, they complain about different demands in society
and they condemn social class divisions and elitist thinking among academics (which is not a new
phenomenon). On the other hand, they are also consciously subject to these collective sentiments
and adjust their life paths accordingly. Once again, we are dealing with mixed emotions. From a
different perspective, one could argue that coping with frustrations and disappointments (on and off
campus) could represent an integral part of the growing process: at least these informants seem to
have developed critical thinking and self-awareness despite or maybe even because of the change in
HE values.
Just like the stude ts, so do toda s u i e sities fa e

o al halle ges. The data suppo ts this

assumption. The informants expect to be prepared for the working world, but they also want this to
happen on a more complex and theoretical level without losing touch with

ealit . They also

acknowledge an increasing negative influence on academic ethics by the industry (at least in
Germany). Considering this development, Mikla ič (2012) might be right: in order to avoid
undesirable meanings, universities should restate their mission and explain what they stand for in
society. Formulating a marketing strategy could force them to define this mission that Schwartz
(2006) and Gibbs (2008) are asking for. Depending on the authenticity and content of this message,
stude ts ould al ead assess

hethe the i stitutio s self-presentation conforms to their internal

values. AAU s e a ple of a

o e se i e-oriented student approach – as part of its culture and

marketing strategy – shows that caring about the individual student and making him or her feel
welcomed does not necessarily have to result in a passive consumer attitude but that it can actually
contribute to the learning atmosphere and positive spirits.
As mentioned before, this particular student body is not passive at all but very reflective, critical and
insightful. The students tend to express their opinions and – at least in the interviews – stand by their
sometimes contradictive thoughts and are willing to speak about personal obstacles and nuisances.
They also analyze their own behavior and desires within the context of so iet s a d u i e sities
demands. Taking these nine students and putting them into a more global framework, it is difficult to
tell in which way the student body will transform and which one of the depicted future scenarios
mentioned in the introduction will be confirmed. For once assuming that the interviewees are not
isolated cases, the chances are high that students might not accept undesirable meanings of HE and
ill i o e a o a othe

e el agai st o e e phasized e o o i

alues. Additionally, the age of

social media might even facilitate accumulating resentment lending them a bigger platform and
louder voices.
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An additional observation in this research shows that the introduction of more modern and applied
programs that were created by demands of the industry does not have to abandon ethical standards
and social responsibility. On the contrary, engineering programs that focus on sustainable energy or
communication and business programs that focus on international dialogue and diversity
a age e t a e adapti g to a

ha gi g so iet

ithout a a do i g

good

alues

ut

integrating them purposefully.
Furthermore, each interviewee stood out with a very personal approach and opinion regarding HE
and university marketing. Thus, we are not dealing with a typical German student that reacts
t pi all to

e

a ade i

alues and marketing efforts. The assumption is that the student

population is just as diverse and complex as any other cultural subgroup, especially when considering
aspects like internationalization and mass education. Thus, every student might respond differently
to university marketing and therefore the Ge

a

ta get g oup does

ot a tuall e ist,

ut

different types of potential German students who have different sets of priorities.
During the investigations it also e a e lea that efe i g to the Eu opea u i e sit

is athe

difficult as every country has its cultural-specific trades that have influenced the informants and their
respective institutions. Naturally, engrained cultural habits and mentalities influence the studentprofessor relationship and probably also how marketing practices are adopted and executed. For
instance, a universal over-emphasis on high-achievement and status symbols in Germany could lead
to a different approach in transforming universities into strong competitors on the international
market. Cultural values that are anchored in Danish society then also have an effect on how it trains
and shapes its students, even under international marketization pressures. I find it extremely
interesting – especially in regards to the teacher-student relationship – to explore these cultural
implications within the process of HE transformation.
O a diffe e t ote, the elatio ship et ee stude ts application in the learning process and
tuition fees could also be looked into in further research. The informants complained about
unmotivated, passive group members at AAU, a HE institution that raises no tuition fees for EUstudents. One could explore if charging money for HE would in some cases actually result in higher
learning involvement and motivation as the student has to make a financial sacrifice. This assumption
would go against Naidoo and Jamieson (2005) who claim that a commercial transaction turns the
student into a passive knowledge consumer.
In regards to my methodology, conducting relatively long one-on-one interviews turned out to be a
useful method that offered fruitful and profound material for the analysis. The volume of the
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outcome could serve for an analysis that is even more in-depth, especially dealing with countryspecific traits, the stude ts

a kg ou ds a d ho thei stud su je t i flue es thei pe eptio s. A

strong connection between personal and cultural values and the field of study could be detected and
could serve as a starting point for further investigation. On this note, the rather broad theoretical
framework – integrating identity theories, HE transformation and consumption theories, allowed me
to atta k the p o le

fo

diffe e t a gles. Nonetheless, each single one of them could have been

thoroughly explored creating a much larger body of work.

7 Conclusion
In this research, the aim was to find out how German graduate students perceive studying at AAU as
compared to studying in Germany and which values they ascribe to their education in a marketized
higher education landscape. Furthermore, I asked myself how the marketing of higher education
p og a s ould i flue e the stude ts pe eptio a d ho

AAU ould

a ket itself su essfull to

the German student.
If the research paradigm would allow for generalization, one could say that the German university
has experienced a corrosion of academic values especially since or because of the execution of the
Bolog a ‘efo

. Also the u i e sities fi a ial e ta gle e ts

ith the usi ess

o ld a d thei

marketing efforts – in case they are present – result in an overemphasis of economic values and in
unhealthy competition among the students disregarding the often stated social mission of the
university. However, this is more applicable for study fields outside of the humanities. The
observations show that the rise of international competition and commodification of study programs
can have the feared dreadful outcomes that the introduced scholars have depicted depending on
how these transformations are handled by the HE institutions. According to the informants, the shift
in values, paired with the traditional teaching and assessment style neglects their ontological voice
a d
o eta

ass-p odu es g aduates
e og itio

ho a e si pl

hile feedi g the i dust

olle ti g deg ees i o de to each social and
s eeds. Ho e e , the

ish fo su h e og itio

might not be something new at all as well as the act of consuming HE itself. It is the circumstances
that ha e ha ged su h as the a a of p odu ts , the a ou t of o peti g o su e s, the pa e
of consumption and external pressures and demands.
In terms of student identity, internal values have to be adjusted to external needs and the
possibilities for self-development and self-realization have been reduced. Clearly, the BachelorMaster transition in Germany shows tendencies that turn against the praised academic principles of
the Hu

oldtia

odel a d the fo

atio of good

alues, so ial espo si ilit a d empathy.
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However, those informants who describe this kind of study experience in Germany are still aware of
what they want and can do for society. The desire to develop an ontological voice, an attitude of
iti al thi ki g a d ese t e t to a ds a

u health

usi ess t e d i the HE sphere was

detected among all the interviewees. This i sightful ess that the stude ts

ought to the ta le

pai ted a di e se stude t pi tu e a d o t adi ts the i age of the passi e stude t od

that

moves homogenously into one direction. In a more global context, the discussed unhealthy
tendencies do not only have to form the student but the student also forms his or her opinion about
these tendencies which then gives him or her a unique critical voice judging quality, integrity and
credibility of the learning institution. Combined with a rise in student mobility and accessible
(shared) information online, students can make a conscious choice against a certain university based
on how it presents itself and based on what other students say. This seems to be an aspect that the
theorists have not included in their future predictions so far.
There was an overall satisfaction when the students talked about their education at AAU. The close
relationship to teachers, the non-competitive environment, friendly service and the teaching method
came up as very positive points. Although the PBL method see s to e phasize stude ts p epa atio
for the future job – a aspe t that is ofte

iti ized

theo ists

ho

a t to p ese e the old

a s – it still encourages the students to think critically and to engage actively with peers in the
lea i g p o ess. Thus, this u o e tio al

a of tea hi g that st esses stude ts p a ti al oi e

and the close collaboration with the teachers and students conforms to the ground ethical principles
of the idea of the university much more than the current dominating German system. On a more
critical note, the research also revealed that AAU might be experiencing problems with the execution
of PBL, especially when it comes to the communication about work load and distribution within
project groups.
The interviewed students seem to be aware of their choices and how external pressures influence
their academic decisions. However, the awareness of being trapped in a situation does not enable
them to free themselves from common opinions, expectations and stereotypes. The students
recognize which values and demands they do not approve of or do not want to identify with. Yet,
they have already internalized some of these collective values (especially when it comes to the
dep e iatio

of lo

p ofessio s

hi h the a e also a a e of. Hence, internal and external

demands have to be reconciled and expectations need to be adjusted. There is a student crisis that
a

e pa alleled to the old

isis of the u i e sit

e tio ed i the i t odu tio

Gi

s, 2008,

p.3). The question boils down to whether universities can produce wisdom and utility at the same
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time. In the student version the question would be whether students can develop their academic self
while si ulta eousl satisf i g the i dust

s eeds.

As it also tu ed out,

u i e sities a affe t the stude ts pe eptio of HE in

a keti g effo ts

both positive and negative ways. The few examples from Germany are extremely negative and
formed the stude ts opi io

a out

usi ess p a ti es

ithi

the HE sphere. Although the

informants agreed that marketing campaigns would not go well with reputable, traditional German
universities, they find them suitable for AAU as they match its modern teaching approach and overall
identity. Moreover, the AAU branding and marketing campaigns are not described as obtrusive but
s

patheti , fu

so eti es too fu

a d ho est. It appea s as if the

o e i fo

ati e a d

subtler the market communication is, the more positive it will be perceived by the target audience.
The authe ti

and socio-oriented academic identity that the students are striving for goes hand in

ha d ith the ide tit of thei i agi ed ideal HE i stitutio .
After all, promoting study programs might not go against an engrained ethical sentiment as it was
assu ed i the i t odu tio of this esea h. The agai , the i te ie ed audie e s pe eptio had
already been mixed with a real life impression of AAU. The latter has many strong selling points for
attracting especially German students: the preference of Germans to study in a neighboring country
and the desire for a more fruitful learning experience and a change in academic direction as well as
no tuition fees play in favor for AAU.
In light of the findings and from a more distant perspective, ethical academic values within a
transforming HE landscape appear to be more vulnerable than ever before. Therefore, they require
spe ial p ote tio

(in some countries more than in others). Conditioned by financial dependencies,

marketing practices for HE cannot only harm these values but they can also help in preserving them
depending on how the adaption to on-going globalization and internationalization trends are
handled by governments and institutions.

7.1 Recommendations
Once more, if it was possible to generalize, there are several recommendations that can be made on
the basis of the findings.
It is important to mention that the positive reception of AAU s branding and marketing efforts
happened when the students were already enrolled at the university. Thus, they had a real
i p essio of the i stitutio a d

e e the

o f o ted

ith AAU s

a ket o

u i atio (i.e. its

brain logo) and its overall presentation to the public. All of the students admit that they have never
paid attention to a HE advertisement when they were still living in Germany since they did not see a
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relevant connection to a potential HE institution. One reason is that they associate these types of ads
with universities that charge high tuition fees or are limited to only business or technical studies. The
fi st p o le

ould e i u

e ted

i ludi g the aptio

o tuitio fees . O a se o d thought,

it is to consider how potential students would perceive this particular selling point. After all, it could
seem as if the financial aspect would be over-emphasized and thus other aspects like the quality of
teaching and learning or the variety of programs could be reduced. Therefore, future research that
involves presenting different versions of AAU advertisements to a German test group (not enrolled at
AAU) should be conducted. The second problem could be solved by including the areas of study or
AAU s diffe e t fa ulties. Ne e theless, the
Ge

ight ki ds of ads do ot ha ge the fa t that the

a e e is ot t ai ed to fi d ad e tise e ts f o

the HE sector. Therefore, the results of this

research suggest that other additional promotional efforts have to be made in order to get the
attention of the target audience that is already very diverse in itself.
Through the interviews it became clear that considering the counterproductive teaching methods in
Germany, PBL represents a strong selling point. However, although students informed themselves
beforehand, they only had a blurry idea of what PBL actually was. Therefore, AAU could encourage
its enrolled German students – maybe through a small incentive – to write online and offline reviews
about their study experience. These could be published on renowned German online portals like
DAAD (German Academic Exchange Service) or student journals that inform about studying abroad. A
good personal report would not only establish another level of trust and work as word of mouth
recommendation, but could also e plai PBL f o

the stude t s pe spe ti e. This ould also e

a hie ed

sta i g Ge

shooti g p o otio

ideos i Ge

a

a stude ts at AAU. “i e the

informants responded well to reputation (two of them found AAU through published articles and a
university ranking), AAU should also make sure to use its positive rankings and the UNESCO chair of
PBL for marketing itself to German students. The majority of informants were also eager to change
direction in their career: communicating to potential students that they can pick a different program
at AAU more easily than in Germany could be of great importance.
Needless to say, direct contacts with students would probably work better than any other
advertisement. Presenting AAU in a positive way at selected education fairs and organizing
information events for students are on the one hand expensive, but on the other – and regardless of
the shorter outreach – they promise the best results. Two students applied for a program at AAU
based on personal recommendations. In the future, AAU should find a way of keeping in touch with
German alumni who could help in promotional activities in Germany on a voluntary basis. Last but
not least, this research uncovered some weak points within the PBL method. According to most
students, AAU needs to improve the framework of PBL and state much clearer what is expected of
the individual student. The loose structure might need some revision and there should be a better
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control mechanism that ensures that each student is adequately contributing to the group work.
Although this is a tough nut to crack, it would ensure a higher degree of satisfaction in the learning
process – at least within the interviewed group. Nevertheless, if it was possible to generalize, other
AAU students might be struggling with problems similar to those found in this research.
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Appendix A
Interview Guide

u i e sit

hat a e the e

fi st thi gs that o e to

·

When you hear the te

·

What do you think would your parents/grandparents think of?

i d?

Describe your previous education in Germany:
·

Why did you decide to pursue an academic career?

·

Why did you pick the program you studied?

·

Why did you pick the university that you chose?

·

Who do you think influenced you most in your decisions (friends, family etc.)?

·

How did you learn about the university you chose?

·

Did the university do any marketing (that you know of)?

·

How do you feel about universities marketing themselves?

·

Do you know examples of German universities marketing themselves?

·

Did/do you have a clear vision about your future?

·

How were you taught? How did you learn new knowledge?

·

What did you learn?

·

How do you think did the results reflect your academic abilities?

·

How do you think did studying at a university affect your personality? Did you change?

·

How was the relationship to the teachers/other students?

·

What was the atmosphere like at the university? Was it collegiate or rather self-centered?

·

How did the university present itself to the outside?

·

Was the staff helpful? How was the relationship?

·

Apart from the study content, did you learn any soft skills?

·

How did you feel coming out?

·

Did you feel qualified for a job?
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·

How did it make you feel different from non-academic friends?

Describe your study experiences at AAU:
·

How did you learn about AAU?

·

Why did you want to come here?

·

What did your parents/friends say?

·

Which study program did you choose and why?

·

Did you know about PBL before?

·

Do you think AAU is presenting itself differently than any other German university?

·

What are the main differences that you came across?

·

Was it difficult to get used to the PBL model?

·

Where do you see benefits and where do you see problems?

·

How did working in a team like that work out for you?

·

Do you think PBL is a good model for everyone?

·

Do you think the results really reflect your academic abilities?

·

How would you describe the relationship to the teachers?

·

How would you describe the atmosphere at AAU?

Universities and Values:
·

In your opinion, what does/should a university stand for?

·

What is the purpose of going to university in the first place?

·

What, in your opinion, is the main responsibility of a university?

·

What kind of attitude do the people have that study with you?

·

How do their attitudes affect your study experience?

·

Are they rather ambitious, are they career-oriented?

·

Why do you think do they/most people study?

·

In the media, we hear a lot about the inflation of university degrees because more
and more people are getting degrees; how do you feel about that?
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·

If you could go back to your high school graduation, would you make the same decisions with
what you know now?

·

Do you have the feeling that certain disciplines are recognized much more than others?

·

If you look back, where you more driven by your interests or the by the demands of your
surroundings?

·

Did your focus change in terms of what is important in life and what you should be striving
for?
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Appendix B
CD-ROM:

·

·

9 Student Interviews:
·

Audio Files

·

Transcription File

Email communication with AAU employee Jens Pedersen (2013)
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